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Spatio-temporal sequences are used for recording spatial and temporal changes in
information. Such information comes in the form of spatio-temporal sequences, and
may represent important phenomena and semantics. In this thesis, we focus on one
type of spatio-temporal sequences – human motion sequences – which are typically
large in volume and computationally costly to match with each other. We seek to
address the challenges of efficiently and effectively querying and managing a large
set of human motion sequences, with the aim of applying the solutions in areas
including animation design, clinical gait analysis and human behavior recognition.
In particular, we consider the following aspects of the problem: effective matching
of human motion sequences, efficient subsequence matching, and subsequence join
of human motion sequences. We outline our approach below.
First, we study the similarity search of human motion sequences by decom-
posing complex spatio-temporal sequences into a number of common time series.
We observe that existing distance measures of time series are inadequate in han-
dling such amplitude variances. We therefore design a distance measure of time
series called Spatial Assembling Distance (SpADe) to reduce the impact of ampli-
xtude variances when matching similar decomposed human motion sequences. We
also apply SpADe distance to pattern detection over streaming motion sequences.
Second, we address the problem of content-based retrieval of human motion data
through subsequence matching over high dimensional human motion sequences.
The problem is inherently non-trivial because finding an effective and efficient dis-
tance measure of complex spatio-temporal sequences is difficult. We propose some
queries and related query processing techniques for high dimensional categorical
human motion sequences to support effective content-based retrieval of human mo-
tion sequences. Third, we tackle the problem of discovering non-trivial matching
subsequences from two spatio-temporal sequences, which is called subsequence join.
It can be used in motion synthesis, where smooth and natural motion sequences
are often required to be generated from existing motion sequences. We address the
problem by defining it as a problem of l-ε-join over two time series. Non-trivial
matching subsequences are discovered by detecting maximal l-connections from
the ε-matching matrix of two time series. A two-step filter-and-refine algorithm is
designed to support efficient l-ε-join of time series.
In summary, we investigate the problems of efficient and effective query process-
ing of complex spatio-temporal sequences. Our solutions on subsequence matching
and subsequence join techniques over human motion sequences can be applied to
managing a large set of human motion sequences. The three publications that have
arisen from the material described in this thesis are listed as follows:
• Y. Chen, M. Nacismento, B. C. Ooi, A. K. H. Tung. “SpADe: On Shape-
based Pattern Detection in Streaming Time Series”, The 23rd IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE), PP. 786-795, Istanbul,
Turkey, 2007.
• Y. Chen, S. Jiang, B. C. Ooi, A. K. H. Tung. “Querying Complex Spatio-
xi
Temporal Sequences in Human Motion Databases”, The 24th IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE), PP. 90-99, Cancun, Mexico,
2008.
• Y. Chen, G. Chen, K. Chen, B. C. Ooi. “Efficient Processing of Warping
Time Series Join of Motion Capture Data”, The 25th IEEE International
Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE), PP. 1048-1059, Shanghai, China,
2009.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The need to record spatial and temporal changes in information is quite ubiquitous
in our everyday live. We may trace this need to thousands of years ago, when
man first recorded the orientation of the moon and the stars to derive the cal-
endar. Nowadays, with the development of advanced computer technology, huge
amounts of information can be drawn from the environment or generated from
computers. Such spatial and temporal changes in information can then be modeled
as spatio-temporal sequences. Examples include the trajectories of moving objects,
the electrocardiograph (ECG) of patients, the stock prices of listed companies,
the silhouettes of human bodies, etc. Wherever there is an extension on spatial
and temporal change (or distribution) of information, there are spatio-temporal
sequences. In many applications of spatio-temporal sequences, the sequences are
important in identifying objects or phenomena because the change in information
within spatio-temporal sequences often captures rich semantics.
21.1 Spatio-Temporal Sequences
A segment of a spatio-temporal sequence is a set of sequential data items collected
in discrete time (or space) points, describing a meaningful tendency of the evolving
data items during a period of time (or a scope of space). The term time series is
commonly used in the database community as a synonym of spatio-temporal se-
quences, although some spatio-temporal sequences do not represent the information
change temporally. In this thesis, we use the terms time series and spatio-temporal
sequences interchangeably.
Time series directly reveal the extension and evolvement of data items. Con-
sequently, in comparison to a limited number of features extracted from objects
and phenomena, they may present a narrower semantic gap between human and
computers. However, inherent in time series is the problem of data size as a large
volume of data is generated when changes occur and the original information needs
to be kept. In applications where no effective features can be extracted to discrim-
inate objects, the rawer format of data, time series, can then be applied to keep
more semantic information, while apportioning more cost on query processing.
Depending on the dimensionality of the contained data items, spatio-temporal
sequences can be classified into common time series (whose data items are low
dimensional data) and complex time series (whose data items are high dimen-
sional data). In this thesis, we focus mainly on complex spatio-temporal sequences
which consume more storage space and computational time when they are matched
with each other. Applications of complex spatio-temporal sequences are typically
data/computation intensive, and query processing over complex spatio-temporal
sequences is a problem that may require more attention.
In this chapter, we take a closer look at applications of spatio-temporal se-
quences by first considering those of complex spatio-temporal sequences in Section
31.2. Then in Section 1.3, we introduce some problems of query processing over
complex spatio-temporal sequences. Next, we analyze the challenges of efficient
and effective query processing of complex spatio-temporal sequences in Section 1.4.
We then define the objectives and scope of this thesis in Section 1.5, and present
the organization of the thesis in Section 1.6.
1.2 Applications of Spatio-Temporal Sequences
Over the past few decades, we have witnessed the emergence of many applications
where different types of spatio-temporal sequences are employed to model objects
and phenomena. We shall consider them below.
Common spatio-temporal sequences
Common spatio-temporal sequences are applied in many applications. Depending
on the type of data items and how they are ordered in the sequences, those sequences
can be further classified into temporal sequences, spatial sequences and pure spatio-
temporal sequences.
• Signals. Discrete signals collected from sensors or generated from comput-
ers are naturally in the format of temporal sequences because values of the
monitored phenomena are continuously reported as time evolves. Examples
of applications of temporal sequences include environmental monitoring, in-
dustrial control, medical treatment, etc., where large volumes of sequential
data items describing the status of the monitored phenomena are recorded
and processed as time series. Temporal sequences are also very useful in
analyzing and predicting trends in financial data such as stock prices.
4• Shapes. Shapes of objects can be used for object recognition and content-
based image retrieval. Shapes of objects can be easily converted to spatial
sequences from the contours of the objects [62]. In the application of hand-
writing recognition, word spotting can also be modeled as spatial sequences
[101]. Pattern recognition on such spatial sequences is very important in
the applications. Good accuracy of object recognition may be achieved if the
shapes of objects are accurately extracted and the extracted spatial sequences
are well analyzed.
• Trajectories. Trajectories are very common in spatio-temporal databases
and video surveillance applications where the traces of moving objects are
extracted and recorded as pure spatio-temporal sequences (sequences of one
to three dimensional data items) [46, 66, 85, 109]. A data item of pure spatio-
temporal sequence usually contains information of the spatial position and
the time where and when a sample is recorded for the sequence.
Complex spatio-temporal sequences
Complex spatio-temporal sequences contain more abundant information than com-
mon spatio-temporal sequences because data items in complex spatio-temporal se-
quences are high dimensional data. A typical example of complex spatio-temporal
sequences is human motion sequences. The movements of human bodies can be
exactly captured by attaching dozens of markers (which can be retroreflective as
the example shown in Figure 1.1) to human bodies [45, 63]. A number of cameras
are deployed all around the human to capture the 3D positions of markers exactly.
All the 3D positions of markers are then recorded as human motion sequences. The
motion data are usually captured in fine granularity (e.g., 120 frames per second).
Therefore, the resulting motion sequences are usually time series of high dimen-
5sional data with high sampling rates. As a result, human motion datasets require
much storage space. For example, for the CMU motion capture dataset [1], two
thousands of original sequences consume more than 2.3G storage space.
Figure 1.1: Motion capture and motion data utilization
The recorded movements of human bodies can be analyzed, modified and re-
hearsed. One example of a snapshot of recorded motion sequence is shown in
Figure 1.2. Human motion sequences can be used in many applications such as
computer animation [96], game simulation [67], gait/gesture analysis [85, 91] and
physical therapy [6]. Content-based retrieval of human motion data is required
in such applications for finding desired motion sequences from motion databases.
Many approaches [70, 72, 75, 111] for matching such high dimensional numeri-
cal sequences are based on numerical similarities, where complex spatio-temporal
sequences are typically decomposed into a number of trajectories with low dimen-
sionality (1-dimensional to 3-dimensional) [61, 117].
There are also some other types of complex spatio-temporal sequences such as
video sequences, which contain sequences of video frames, describing the change
in the physical world visually. However, in this thesis, we shall focus on human
motion sequences, although where applicable, we shall discuss how our proposed
solutions can be used in other contexts.
6Figure 1.2: Example of a snapshot of recorded motion sequence
1.3 Queries over Spatio-Temporal Sequences
Mathematically, a spatio-temporal sequence s composed of n sequential data items
can be described as s = {s[1], s[2], . . . , s[n]}, where s[i] is the ith data item (also
called element, entry or snapshot in different contexts of this thesis) of sequence
s. Each data item is an instance of d-dimensional data, i.e., s[i] ∈ ℜd. Given a
spatio-temporal sequence s = {s[1], s[2], . . . , s[n]}, a subsequence of s is denoted as
s[b : e] = {s[b], s[b+ 1], . . . , s[e]}, where 1 ≤ b ≤ e ≤ n.
For many spatio-temporal sequences with simple information change over se-
quential data items, humans can easily grasp their meaning with a simple view of
the shapes (plots) of spatio-temporal sequences. However, computers are not able
to efficiently and effectively evaluate the (dis)similarities between spatio-temporal
sequences by comparing sequential data items in spatio-temporal sequences. We
need effective distance measures of spatio-temporal sequences so that we may nar-
row as much as possible the semantic gap between humans and computers in un-
derstanding matches of spatio-temporal sequences.
71.3.1 Similarity search of time series
The fundamental of similarity search over time series is the distance measure of time
series, which is designed for evaluating the distance between two time series. The
entire lengths (all data items) of two time series contribute to the distance. Given
a distance function (measure) D, we denote the distance of two time series s1, s2
as D(s1, s2). An effective distance measure of time series must distinguish similar
time series from dissimilar ones. Small distances should be generated when similar
time series are being matched. Conversely, large distances should be generated
between dissimilar time series.
With the distance measure of time series, similarity search of time series can be
defined as follows:
Definition 1.1 (similarity search). Given a querying time series q, a database
D of time series, a distance measure D, and a small number k, find a set P ⊆ D
which consists of k time series, such that for any time series s1 ∈ P and any time
series s2 ∈ D − P, D(s1, q) ≤ D(s2, q).
The above definition of similarity search is essentially the kNN query of time
series. Range based similarity search (i.e., to retrieve time series from D whose
distance to the query time series q is no more than some given threshold δ) is not
advisable for the task. This is because the distance of two time series is typically
aggregated from the difference of data items within two time series. As a result,
an effective querying threshold δ can hardly be chosen by users.
1.3.2 Subsequence matching of time series
The distance measures of time series are designed for full sequence matching be-
tween two time series. In many applications of similarity search over time series,
8we may only need to match a short time series to some local regions of a long time
series. This is the problem of subsequence matching of time series. To better de-
fine the subsequence matching problem, we first give the definition of subsequence
distance:
Definition 1.2 (subsequence distance). Given a time series q, and a long time
series s, the subsequence distance of s to q is defined as Dˆ(s, q) = minD(s′, q),
where s′ can be any subsequence of s.
It is obvious that subsequence distance describes the best match between q and
a subsequence of s. It is based on a distance measure D of two time series for full
sequence matching. The subsequence matching problem can then be defined as:
Definition 1.3 (subsequence matching). Given a querying time series q, a
database D of time series, a subsequence distance measure Dˆ, and a small number
k, find a set P ⊆ D which consists of k time series, such that for any time series
s1 ∈ P and any time series s2 ∈ D − P, Dˆ(s1, q) ≤ Dˆ(s2, q).
Subsequence matching, as defined above, will retrieve k time series from the
database D, which probably contain the best matching subsequences of q. Sub-
sequence matching is very useful in applications such as pattern discovery and
content-based retrieval of spatio-temporal sequences, where a querying sequence is
a short spatio-temporal sequence representing an interesting query pattern.
1.3.3 Streaming pattern detection
Subsequence matching of time series can also be conducted over streaming time se-
ries, from which similar subsequences of query patterns can be continuously mon-
itored. Streaming motion pattern detection can be used for monitoring human
behaviors.
9Definition 1.4 (Streaming pattern detection). Given a querying time series
q, a long streaming time series s, a distance measure D of time series, and a
distance threshold δ, find all matching subsequences of s such that each matching
subsequence s[b : e] satisfies D(s[b : e], q) ≤ δ.
Given a subsequence s[b : e], to be a matching subsequence of the querying
time series q, it must be similar to q enough (D(s[b : e], q) ≤ δ). Around the
local region of s[b : e], there may be a large number of matching subsequences
whose distance to q is less than the querying threshold δ. To avoid retrieving
a large number of similar matching subsequences from a local region, we define a
representative matching subsequence as a subsequence s[b : e] that achieves minimal
distance to the querying time series q among all of its ω-isomorphic subsequences.
A subsequence s[b′ : e′] is an ω-isomorphic subsequence of s[b : e] if |e′ − e| ≤ ω.
1.3.4 Subsequence join of time series
The querying sequence q is treated as a whole in subsequence matching. However,
in some applications such as motion synthesis [15, 54, 55, 122], to manually generate
a novel time series from two given time series by connecting them in some local
matching regions, we may need to find some local matches between the two time
series. This is called the subsequence join problem:
Definition 1.5 (Subsequence join). Given two long time series s1 and s2, a
distance measure D of time series, a pattern length threshold l, and a distance
threshold δ, find all pairs of matching subsequences between s1 and s2 such that
any pair of matching subsequences s1[b1 : e1] and s2[b2 : e2] with significant lengths
satisfies that D(s1[b1 : e1], s2[b2 : e2]) ≤ δ, e1 − b1 ≥ l and e2 − b2 ≥ l.
Note that around the local regions of a pair of two matching subsequences, there
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may be a number of pairs of matching subsequences whose matching subsequences
are similar with each other. Subsequence join also requires the retrieval of at most
one pair of matching subsequences within some small local region of two time series.
We will discuss how a representative pair of matching subsequences is extracted
from a local region where a number of matching subsequence pairs exist when
solving the subsequence join problem.
The subsequence join problem can be treated as a general case of the subse-
quence matching problem. Although it also focuses on retrieving matching sub-
sequences from time series, subsequence join is more difficult than subsequence
matching because the positions and lengths of two matching subsequences of a
matching pair need to be dynamically discovered from both time series.
1.4 Motivations
Based on the Definitions 1.1, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, we observe that the distance mea-
sure D is the basis of matching spatio-temporal sequences. The problems of both
distance measures and subsequence matching of time series have been widely stud-
ied for some time. A long stream of research exists on designing effective distance
measures of time series, from the traditional Euclidean distance [98], dynamic time
warping (DTW [23]), longest common subsequence (LCSS [120]), to the recently
proposed edit distance with real penalty (ERP [31]) and edit distance on real se-
quence (EDR [32]), etc. Many of these distance measures are applied to match
common time series. They are not effective enough for matching complex spatio-
temporal sequences, especially when shifting and scaling amplitude variances exist
within those sequences.
Subsequence matching is well studied by assuming that long sequences are given
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and stored in a database. Some indexing methods (e.g., ST-index [43], Dual Match
[84] and General Match [83]) have been proposed for indexing long sequences (which
can also be called data sequences as they are stored in a database). These methods
extract fixed size (of width w) local patterns from data sequences by using slid-
ing windows over the data sequences. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [10] is
applied to reduce the dimensionality of local patterns from w to a small number
by extracting a small number features from local patterns. These features are fur-
ther indexed for efficient retrieval of matched local patterns from a database. For
subsequence matching, the querying time series q is also partitioned into a number
of local patterns. They are matched against those indexed local patterns in the
database so that the matching subsequence to q can be efficiently retrieved.
Nevertheless, on effective and efficient query processing of complex spatial-
temporal sequences, there are gaps in the existing literature on distance measures
and subsequence matching of time series. We list these gaps below.
1.4.1 Challenges for effective distance measures
Existing distance measures of time series cannot effectively evaluate the distances/simiarities
of human motion sequences.
High dimensionality challenge
Human motion sequences are time series of high dimensional data (usually the
dimension is more than 20). Figure 1.3 shows an example of a motion feature
sequence with some partial dimensions. Each dimension forms a feature sequence
extracted from the original motion sequence using techniques proposed in [89]. Due
to the curse of dimensionality [20], it is not effective in matching motion sequences
directly based on the matches of high dimensional data items because many shifting,
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scaling and directional variances exist among similar motion sequences. Compared
with common time series, human motion sequences are more data intensive due
to the high dimensionality and high sampling rate of data items. Data reduction
techniques are necessary for reducing the amount of data to be processed for efficient
human motion data retrieval.
 0  50  100  150  200  250
Figure 1.3: Example of a motion sequence
Muller et al. [89] proposed a method to transform high dimensional numerical
human motion sequences to high dimensional categorical motion sequences. The
geometric features applied in their method are quite effective in matching human
motion sequences. The method, however, does not address queries and related
processing techniques on high dimensional categorical motion sequences.
Warping challenge
An alternative solution for handling the high dimensionality challenge, as attempted
in studies such as [61, 117], is to decompose a complex human motion sequence into
a number of common time series, so that each decomposed common time series is a
trajectory (or a feature sequence) of partial bodies. Distance measures of common
time series can then be applied for matching such common time series.
It is common that factors such as noise, shifting and scaling variances exist
within different time series instances. These factors usually result in large dis-
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tances between similar time series. The Euclidean distance of two time series is
based on the pair-wise difference aggregation of data items within two time series.
It embodies the advantages of simplicity and efficiency. Consequently, Euclidean
distance is widely used for matching time series in large time series datasets. How-
ever, Euclidean distance cannot handle the shifting and scaling variances among
time series. It can only be applied to measure the distance of two time series of
the same length.
To address this problem, warping distances such as DTW [32, 57] have been
proposed, which can be used for measuring the distance of time series of different
lengths. Elements within two time series can be repeated so that the lengths of
two time series can be the same after the transformation. Dynamic programming
techniques are applied in these warping distances so that the temporal shifting and
scaling variances between two time series can be addressed. Nevertheless, warping
distances still cannot handle the amplitude shifting and scaling variances, which
are very common in motion sequences due to the speed and scope variances of
human movements. Figure 1.4 shows an example of a pair of two similar decom-
posed motion sequences (same feature sequence extracted from two similar motion
sequences) with shifting and scaling in temporal and amplitude dimensions.
 0  50  100  150  200  250  300  350
Figure 1.4: Illustration of shifting and scaling in temporal and amplitude dimen-
sions of two similar feature sequences
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1.4.2 Challenges for efficient subsequence matching
Existing solutions [43, 83, 84] on subsequence matching of time series achieve effi-
ciency by matching subsequences based on the matches of indexed local patterns.
However, there are some applications where local patterns cannot be indexed with
the use of the traditional framework of subsequence matching.
Subsequence matching of streaming time series
To the long streaming time series s in the Definition 1.4, new data items are contin-
uously being appended. The solutions on subsequence matching mentioned earlier
do not work on streaming pattern detection because the long streaming time series
are dynamic and their local patterns cannot be indexed in a database.
Subsequence matching of human motion sequences
The previous solutions [43, 83, 84] on subsequence matching extract features from
local patterns of data sequences. However, when it is applied to human motion
sequences, a local pattern will be a short time series (of length w) of high dimen-
sional data. Due to the high dimensionality of data items, the dimension of local
patterns cannot be reduced with dimension reduction techniques such as DFT.
Even though each dimension can be processed separately, the extracted features of
a local pattern will be still of high dimension and cannot be effectively indexed due
to the curse of dimensionality. Therefore, those solutions on subsequence match-
ing of common time series cannot be extended to subsequence matching of human
motion sequences for efficient matching of local patterns.
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Efficient subsequence matching and join of motion sequences
Euclidean distance is used to evaluate the distances between subsequences and the
querying time series q in the solutions [43, 83, 84] of subsequence matching of time
series. However, in many applications of time series, especially for human motion
sequences, it is common that the lengths of q and its matching subsequences are
different, i.e., they have temporal scaling variance. In those cases, warping distances
are preferred to address the temporal variances.
For those applications of subsequence matching where local patterns cannot be
indexed for efficient subsequence matching and Euclidean distance is not effective
in matching subsequences with temporal variances, a na¨ıve solution of subsequence
matching will be to extract all comparative subsequences (whose lengths are com-
parative to the length m of the querying time series q) from the long data sequence
s of length n. Each comparative subsequence is then compared with q based on
some expensive warping distance. The computational cost will be extremely high
because there will be O(mn) comparative subsequences to be matched against q. As
a result, there will be much redundant computational overhead when subsequence
matching is processed in such a brute-force manner.
Subsequence matching and subsequence join are more costly than full sequence
matching of time series. Computational cost worsens further when they are applied
to complex spatio-temporal sequences. In this thesis, we try to find solutions for
efficient and effective subsequence matching and subsequence join of human motion
sequences.
1.4.3 Human motion data management system
Human motion sequences can be applied in many applications such as computer
animation [96], game simulation [67], gait/gesture analysis [85, 91], physical therapy
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[6]. Subsequence matching and subsequence join may be used in such applications
to allow users to retrieve interesting human motion sequences. It will be beneficial
if a large set of human motion sequences can be effectively managed by a motion
database system, which supports efficient content-based retrieval of human motion
sequences.
Due to the limitation of existing techniques on subsequence matching of time se-
ries, efficient organization and content-based retrieval of human motion sequences is
still an open problem. To effectively support content-based retrieval of human mo-
tion sequences, some user-friendly queries and related query processing techniques
should be studied. To our knowledge, there is no available commercialized human
motion data management system supporting effective and efficient content-based
retrieval of human motion sequences.
1.5 Objectives and Scope
In summary, existing studies on query processing of complex spatial-temporal se-
quences exhibit the following weakness:
• The applied distance measures of time series are not effective in matching
decomposed human motion sequences, where shifting and scaling variances
in both temporal and amplitude dimensions exist.
• The existing solutions of subsequence matching do not work for streaming
pattern detection and subsequence matching of human motion sequences be-
cause local patterns in these applications cannot be indexed. There are no so-
lutions on efficient subsequence matching and subsequence join using warping
distances. The straightforward way of subsequence matching becomes costly
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when warping distances are applied to match complex spatial-temporal se-
quences.
• Effective queries and related query processing techniques on high dimensional
categorical human motion sequences are not addressed. A human motion data
management system supporting efficient and effective content-based retrieval
and subsequence join of human motion sequences is not available.
In this thesis, we seek to meet the following objectives on query processing of
high dimensional human motion sequences:
• To design an effective distance measure for matching decomposed human
motion sequences. The distance measure should fully handle shifting and
scaling variances in both temporal and amplitude dimensions. To propose
an efficient algorithm for streaming pattern detection over the decomposed
human motion sequences, based on the proposed distance measure.
• To propose some efficient algorithms on subsequence matching and subse-
quence join of human motion sequences. To propose some data reduction
techniques to further improve the efficiency of subsequence matching and
subsequence join over human motion sequences.
• To propose reasonable queries on the categorical type of human motion se-
quences, and to propose some efficient querying processing techniques based
on some subsequence matching techniques. To build a human motion database
system for supporting efficient and effective content-based retrieval (using
subsequence matching and subsequence join) of human motion sequences.
As a key contribution of this thesis, we propose an effective distance measure
for matching decomposed human motion sequences. As another important contri-
bution, we are the first to identify some query issues and explore query processing
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techniques of human motion data, based on subsequence matching and subsequence
join of human motion sequences. The third major contribution of this thesis is
that we develop a system supporting efficient and effective content-based retrieval
of human motion sequences, using the proposed subsequence matching techniques
on human motion sequences.
For the human motion subsequence join problem, the results of subsequence join
can be applied for motion synthesis. The techniques for human motion synthesis
which are mainly studied by the graphics community, however, are beyond of the
scope of this thesis.
1.6 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we present a detailed literature review on distance measures and
subsequence matching of common time series as well as human motion data. We
also give a general analysis of the problems of subsequence matching and subse-
quence join using warping distances in the Chapter.
In Chapter 3, we present a detailed solution of our proposed distance measure
of common time series, SpADe, and how it perfectly applies to pattern detection
over decomposed streaming motion sequences.
In Chapter 4, we propose some queries and efficient query processing techniques
on human motion sequences based on some subsequence matching techniques over
the categorical type of human motion sequences.
In Chapter 5, we introduce our solution on warping based subsequence join of
human motion sequences.
In Chapter 6, we present the KRMDB system for managing a large set of human
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motion sequences based on the proposed subsequence matching and subsequence
join techniques.




Much work has been done for both full sequence matching and subsequence match-
ing of spatio-temporal sequences. In this chapter, we review the related work on full
sequence matching, subsequence matching and subsequence join of spatio-temporal
sequences in the following aspects: human motion sequences, distance measures of
common time series, indexing time series, subsequence matching of time series and
subsequence join of motion sequences. We also give a general analysis of the prob-
lems of subsequence matching and subsequence join using warping distances.
2.1 Human Motion Sequences
There are a number of commercial motion capture systems [2, 4, 5] which can be
used for capturing human motion sequences by optically sensing the positions of
markers attached to human bodies. Some human motion capture datasets [1, 3, 7]
are free available. Although the format of original motion capture data can be
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different, they are all based on the 3-dimensional trajectories of markers.
2.1.1 Feature extraction of human motion sequences
Due to the variances of shifting, scaling, direction and rotation along the amplitude
and temporal dimensions of sequences, directly matching motion sequences based
on the trajectories of markers (or partial bodies) will not be effective enough [89,
117]. To address this problem, effective logic-oriented geometric features have been
subsequently proposed [88, 89]. Each logic-oriented geometric feature is actually
a function of spatial relationship of some local dimensions of the original motion
sequence, and it is robust to variations within local dimensions; for example, the
angle between humerus and radius and the distance between two feet. Figure
2.1 gives some examples of logic-oriented geometric features. Based on the above
feature extraction techniques, original human motion sequences can be transformed
into high dimensional numerical time series as an example shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 2.1: Examples of some logic-oriented geometric features illustrated in [89]
2.1.2 Matching human motion sequences
Content-based retrieval based on high dimensional numerical time series has been
widely studied in multimedia applications [38, 109, 110, 111] as well as human
motion data [65, 76, 77]. Many studies have conducted to address the challenge
for achieving efficient and effective similarity search of high dimensional numerical
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motion sequences. They can be classified into three categories: decomposition
approach, dimension reduction approach, and categorizing approach.
Decomposition approach
Many approaches [70, 72, 75, 111] for matching high dimensional numerical time
series are based on numerical similarities, in which the complex spatio-temporal
sequences are typically decomposed into a number of common time series, which
are trajectories of 1-dimensional to 3-dimensional data items [61, 117].
Warping distances such as DTW distance are preferred to match the decom-
posed human motion sequences in [61, 117]. Lower bounds of warping distances
[57, 132] have been proposed to prune actual warping distance computation. Al-
though they can be extended to high dimensional time series [100], the derived
lower bounds will be quite loose. This is because the distance between a high
dimensional data item (a snapshot of a motion sequence) and a high dimensional
MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangular, used for lower bounding the distances to
the data items summarized by the MBR [100]) will be much less than the actual
distance of two high dimensional data items without the bound of the MBR.
Dimension reduction approach
Dimension reduction techniques have been applied to reduce the dimensionality
of motion sequences [70, 71, 76, 77]. Liu et al. [76, 77] propose to detect prin-
ciple markers from dozens of markers by Principal Feature Analysis (PFA) [78],
which is based on principal component analysis. As a result, motion sequences are
transformed to trajectories of a small number of principle markers. The authors
further propose to apply piecewise-linear regression [119] to reduce the temporal
redundancy of motion sequences. However, different motion sequences are likely to
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have different sets of principle markers. Two sequences are not comparable if they
have different sets of principle markers.
Li et al. [70, 71] propose to compute singular vectors from motion sequences by
using singular value decomposition (SVD). In their solution, each motion sequence
is treated as a matrix. Each row of a matrix is a high dimensional data item of a
motion sequence. Each column is a feature sequence. Although different motion
sequences may have different lengths, their right singular vectors are of the same
dimensions as the dimensionality of data items of motion sequences. The first right
singular vector is applied to approximate a motion sequence. Consequently, each
motion sequence is transformed into a vector of the same dimension of a snapshot. A
tree index is then built to index those singular vectors to support efficient similarity
search of singular vectors. Matching of motion sequences based on singular vectors
may not be effective enough due to high reduction of data volumes. There is no
study on the effectiveness on matching motion sequences in [70, 71].
Categorizing approach
Discretization of time series has been studied in [60, 81, 112]. However, they are
focused on discretizing time series of low dimensionality. In [89], one high di-
mensional categorical feature vector is extracted from one frame of human motion
data by thresholding the logic-oriented geometric relations. As a result, high di-
mensional numerical motion sequences are transformed into high dimensional cat-
egorical motion sequences. Discretization is applied to map a geometric relation
expression to a small number of categorical states. This is very intuitive as peo-
ple are sensitive to state difference instead of the quantitative difference in logical
similarities. Discretization partially handles variations within numerical time series
as small variation does not result in a change in the discretized states. An exam-
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ple of feature discretization is shown in Figure 2.2. It has been shown that using
logic-oriented categorical features not only significantly improves the efficiency of
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Figure 2.2: Three snapshots of d dimensional categorical vectors in a categorical
time series. A local geometric feature (dimension d) of distance between feet is
marked in red.
To effectively categorize numerical motion features, hysteresis-like thresholding
is applied to avoid random fluctuations around the thresholds [88]. An example of
hysteresis-like thresholding function for the given feature example of Figure 2.2 is





Figure 2.3: An example of hysteresis-like thresholding function
Studies on managing categorical time series have been focused on one dimen-
sional gene sequences [26, 80]. To the best of our knowledge, there has been little
study on query processing of high dimensional categorical time series.
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2.2 Distance Measures of Time Series
As the basis of similarity search over time series, the distance measures of time
series determine the effectiveness of similarity search over time series. We first give
a review of existing distance measures of common time series, which can be broadly
classified into three categories: Euclidean based distances, warping distances and
ε-matching warping distances.
2.2.1 Categories of distance measures
Euclidean based distances
The first category is the Euclidean based distances in which Euclidean distance
is used for measuring distance between either two original time series of the same
length or features obtained from the original time series [10, 43, 131]. Traditionally,
the distance between two time series is essentially computed from the aggregation
of pair-wise difference of data items within them. Given two sequences of s1 and
s2 of length n, the Euclidean distance of s1 and s2 can be measured as D(s1, s2) =
√∑n
i=1(s1[i]− s2[i])
2. In this way, a spatio-temporal sequence is treated as a high
dimensional point, with each data item in the sequence representing one dimension
of the point. The distance between two time series is then the Euclidean distance
of two high dimensional points.
The length of many spatio-temporal sequences can be as large as thousands
of data items [9]. Due to the well-known problem of the curse of dimensionality
[20], many dimensionality reduction techniques, such as Discrete Fourier Transform
[10], Singular Value Decomposition [64], Discrete Wavelet Transform [95], Adaptive
Piecewise Constant Approximation [29, 130] and Chebyshev Polynomials [27], have
been applied to extract feature vectors from time series. Following which, the
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Euclidean distance can then be applied in measuring distances of the extracted
feature vectors. However, it has been observed that the Euclidean distance is very
sensitive to distortion and noise [11, 32, 57]. Moreover, it only handles global time
scaling by shrinking or stretching one time sequence.
Warping distances
The second category includes numerical warping distances such as Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) [23] and Edit distance with Real Penalty (ERP) [31]. Distance
between two time series is aggregated over pair-wise difference of data items in
the optimal alignment between two time sequences, which is achieved by repeating
some data items so that the two sequences after the transformation have the same
length. The optimal alignment has to guarantee that the aggregated pair-wise
difference of data items is minimized among all possible cases of transformation of
two sequences.
The warping distances can be computed by dynamic programming. A distance
matrix is required to record the intermediate results for dynamic programming.
The optimal alignment of data items is obtained by finding the best warping path
within the distance matrix, which has a complexity of O(mn) (m and n are the
lengths of time series) [32]. We use a simple example in Figure 2.4 to illustrate
how the warping distance of two time series is computed. All pair-wise distances of
entries in 1-dimensional time series s1 and s2 are shown in Figure 2.4(a). The DTW
distance is aggregated over the distance matrix (Figure 2.4(b)) based on dynamic
programming and defined asM [i, j] = min(M [i, j−1],M [i−1, j],M [i−1, j−1])+
D(s1[i], s2[j]), where M [i, j] is an entry (the i
th row and the jth column) of the
distance matrix, and D(s1[i], s2[j]) is the pair-wise difference between data items
s1[i] and s2[j] (in this case, D(s1[i], s2[j]) = |s1[i]−s2[j]|). The DTW distance of s1
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and s2 is finally defined as M [m,n] = 1.0. Based on how the min value is achieved
among M [i, j − 1], M [i − 1, j] and M [i − 1, j − 1], the warping path of s1 and s2
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(b) aggregate distance matrix
Figure 2.4: An example of the aggregation of DTW distance over distance matrix
To speed up the computation of DTW distances and to prevent the pathological
warping paths, global constraints on the warping paths were introduced [97, 103].
Instead of computing intermediate results over the whole distance matrix M , only
a small portion of entries (surrounding the diagonal regions where only small warps
are allowed) in M . An example of the Sakoe-Chiba band [103] is shown in Figure
2.5. The Sakoe-Chiba band reduces the computational cost of DTW distance from
O(mn) to O(wn), where m and n are the lengths of two time series, and w is the
width of warping window (where w ≪ m and w ≪ n) allowed in the distance
computation of warping distances. Experiments in some time series datasets have
shown that DTW achieves its best accuracy when the width of warping window
is less than 10% of the length of series [99]. This is because that most temporal
warps (shifting and scaling) in time series data are usually small. Large warping








Figure 2.5: An illustration of Sakoe-Chiba band within a distance matrix
ε-matching warping distances
The third category is ε-matching warping distances, in which the distance is ag-
gregated over bounded discrete similarity scores (d¯(·, ·)) determined by a matching
threshold ε over the the numerical difference (d(·, ·)). Typically, d¯(s1[i], s2[j]) = 0
if d(s1[i], s2[j]) ≤ ε; otherwise, d¯(s1[i], s2[j]) = 1. Examples are Longest Common
Subsequence(LCSS) [120] and Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR) [32].
Therefore, the ε-matching warping distances are actually discrete type of nu-
merical warping distances. Compared with the numerical warping distances, ε-
matching warping distances are robust in the presence of noise as large pair-wise
difference caused by noise is normalized by ε-matching. However, they are still
sensitive to amplitude shifting and scaling as the categorizing process (ε-matching)
is directly based on amplitude values.
The problem of existing distance measures
The above two categories of warping distances handle local time shifting and scaling
[47] by allowing the repeat of data items within two sequences. However, they are
still sensitive to amplitude shifting and scaling as the amplitude difference of data
items will be accumulated. Figure 2.6 shows two examples where amplitude shifting
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and scaling affect the effectiveness of existing distance measures on matching time
series. Intuitively, sequence A and B are much more similar in shapes than A and
C in the two given cases. However, due to amplitude shifting (Figure 2.6(a)) and
scaling (Figure 2.6(b)), the warping distances of A and B in the two cases will be






Figure 2.6: The impact of amplitude shifting and scaling on warping distances
The abilities of different categories of distance measures of time series are sum-
marized in Table 2.1.
Euclidean based numerical ε-matching
factors distances warping distances warping distances
temporal shifting × X X
temporal scaling partially X X
amplitude shifting × × ×
amplitude scaling × × ×
noise × × X
Table 2.1: The abilities of distance functions, where “X” means that the distances
handle the factor and “×” means that they do not handle it.
The amplitude shifting and scaling variances are very common in human motion
sequences because of the extent variances of human movements. Global amplitude
shifting and scaling can be handled by normalization [32, 86]. Given a time series
s, each data item s[i] can be normalized as s[i] = (s[i]− µ)/σ, where µ and σ are
the average and standard deviation of data items in s. Many time series datasets
(e.g., those listed in [9]) have been normalized. However, local amplitude shifting
and scaling cannot be handled by the simple normalization.
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2.2.2 Analysis of warping distances
The warping distance of two time series can be efficiently computed by using dy-
namic programming. Given two time series s1 and s2 of lengths m and n, a dis-
tance/similarity matrix of (m + 1) × (n + 1) is applied for computing the full se-
quence distance (see Figure 2.7). For distance computation, the recursive function








Figure 2.7: Computing warping distances using dynamic programming
M [i, j] = f(x,y)∈φ(i,j)(M [x, y] + subcost((x, y), (i, j))) (2.1)
In this recursive function, M [i, j] records an intermittent result of an optimal
substructure, which describes the optimal matching of two prefixes s1[1 : i] and
s2[1 : j]. It can be the exact distance/similarity of two subsequences (e.g., EDR
[32] and LCSS [120]) or some variance of the exact distance (e.g., in DTW [97] and
ERP [31], it is the square of the exact distance).
The main function f is either min or max function, depending on whether it is
to measure distances or similarities. In measuring the distance of two time series
(e.g., DTW and EDR), functionmin will be applied for achieving optimal matching
of two time series because the less the distance the better the match. In contrast,
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when measuring the similarity of two time series (e.g., LCSS), function max will
be applied.
Notation φ(i, j) is the set of entries in the matrix from which M [i, j] can be
dynamically computed. For each element (x, y) ∈ φ(i, j), it is satisfied that x ≤ i
and y ≤ j so that M [i, j] can be dynamically computed from those entries which
have been already computed. Usually, to restrict the complexity of dynamic pro-
gramming to O(mn), ||φ(i, j)|| = O(1). For some typical warping distances such
as DTW, EDR and LCSS, φ(i, j) = {(i − 1, j), (i, j − 1), (i − 1, j − 1)}. For each
entry (i, j) satisfying i× j > 0, there must be a previous entry (x, y) ∈ φ(i, j) from
which M [i, j] is computed, i.e., M [i, j] = M [x, y] + subcost((x, y), (i, j)).
The function subcost((x, y), (i, j)) is the additional cost for computing M [i, j]
fromM [x, y]. It is typically a non-negative function. The actual distance/similarity
of time series is actually aggregated over a number of subcosts through dynamic pro-
gramming. If function subcost((x, y), (i, j)) is independent with (x, y) (e.g., DTW),
the recursive function (Equation 2.1) can be simplified asM [i, j] = f(x,y)∈φ(i,j)(M [x, y])+
subcost(i, j).
The initial condition for computing the warping distances is M [0, 0] = 0, from
which the distance/similarity is aggregated. Entries in the distance/similarity ma-
trix must be computed in an order such that for any two distinct entries (x, y) and
(i, j) satisfying x ≤ i and y ≤ j, M [x, y] must be computed before M [i, j]. Based
on this rule, the entries inM can be computed row by row (left to right within each
row), or column by column (bottom to up within each column), or even diagonally
(seldom used since usuallym 6= n). The last entry to be computed,M [m,n], finally
determines the warping distance/similarity of two time series.
All entries M [i, 0] and M [0, j] are boundary entries, through which recursive
function for computing M [i, j] (i × j > 0) can be easily achieved. For each entry
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(i, j) ∈M (i×j > 0), there must be a warping path (a series of entries) determined
by the previous entry-ships. The warping path will be initialized from a boundary
entry, and each entry will be the previous entry of the next entry in the warping
path. As a result, M [i, j] is just the cost of the whole warping path. In full
sequence matching, we should guarantee that the warping path of each entry (i, j)
(i× j > 0) is initialized from the entry (0, 0), so that the aggregate cost M [i, j] is
used for evaluating the distance/similarity of two prefixes s1[1 : i] and s2[1 : j]. To
achieve this, for f = max, the boundary entries should satisfy M [i, 0] < 0 (i > 0)
and M [0, j] < 0 (j > 0). For f = min, the other boundary entries can be simply
set as +∞.
The warping distance handles temporal variance between two time series through
the warping path found in the optimal alignments of data items. The full sequence
matching using warping distances is easy to compute because the initial entry and
the terminal entry of a warping path are fixed. The distance/similarity is simply
evaluated based on the path with minimal cost (for f = min) or maximal cost (for
f = max) between the fixed initial entry and terminal entry.
2.2.3 Indexing time series
A set of time series are typically used for classification (pattern recognition) of
objects or phenomena represented by the time series. A number of learning meth-
ods such as the decision tree [102], first order logic rules [41], neural network [90],
Bayesian networks [115], SVM [128] have been applied for classifying time series.
However, Xi et. al. [129] show that the simple combination of one-nearest-neighbor
with DTW distance (1NN-DTW) has been proven exceptionally difficult to beat.
Nearest neighbor method has shown great power in machine learning and com-
puter vision [108]. It is a lazy classification approach where less pre-computation
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is done on the training data, while more computation is done during the online
execution period. One weakness of 1NN-DTW method is the large computational
cost incurred by finding the nearest neighbor of the observed data, which limits its
applications to online classification of time series data.
Time series can be treated as high dimensional points when Euclidean distance
is applied to measure the distances between time series. Many spatial access meth-
ods can be applied to index data in metric space and speed up the processing of
range queries and KNN queries [25]. However, when the dimensionality increases,
the performance of these spatial access methods degrades significantly [25, 123].
High dimensional indexing techniques such as Pyramid method [22], Omni-family
methods [44], iDistance [56] could be used. Their effectiveness deteriorates when
the dimensionality grows beyond 30-dimension [56] and loses out to linear scan.
Therefore, simply indexing time series as high dimensional data is not a good so-
lution for achieving efficiency in time series classification.
Efficiency is always a bottleneck in applications where instance based classifi-
cation methods on time series data are used. Many studies on efficient indexing of
time series data have been proposed [57, 62, 73, 76, 118, 121]. However, in addition
to the presence of dimensionality curse, non metric based distance functions (e.g.,
DTW and EDR) further complicate the indexing problem. Keogh [57] proposed
an effective lower bound of DTW distance on time series data, which approximates
a time series as a multi-dimensional minimal bounding rectangular (MBR). As a
result, time series under DTW distance become indexable as the dimensionality of
time series is reduced and the lower bound distance is metric.
In Keogh’s solution [57], the dimensionality reduction of time series is based
on the constraints of warping paths (e.g., the Sakoe-Chiba band [103]) in DTW
computation. Figure 2.8 uses an example to show how bounds of a time series are
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obtained and how dimensionality reduction is achieved over time series. Given a
time series s, two envelopes (bounds) of the time series are computed by allowing
the shifting of data items in s (with shifting steps constrained by the Sakoe-Chiba
band). Therefore, the upper envelope is defined as ui = max
Ri
j=Li
sj, where Li and
Ri are the minimal and maximal shifting positions of si constrained by the Sakoe-




on these two envelopes, the MBR bounding the time series can be computed by
chopping the time series into a number of segments. For each segment, the lower
bound and the upper bound (L and U) are the minimal and maximal values of
the envelopes in that segment. As a result, a time series is transformed into a
multi-dimensional MBR. The distance between two time series is lower bounded





Figure 2.8: An illustration of dimension reduction for indexing time series under
DTW distances. In this example, time series s is transformed into a MBR of 10
dimensions.
Similar techniques are also used in some other works for indexing or dimension-
ality reduction of time series [47, 73, 106, 132]. For example, in [73], Li, Lopez and
Moon use the skyline of time series to approximate a group of time series and to
reduce the dimensionality. However, the dimensionality of the bounding MBR is
very high for long time series, e.g., more than 10. Unfortunately, most of existing
MBR based indexing methods do not scale up well beyond 10 dimensions [123].
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2.3 Subsequence Matching of Time Series
2.3.1 Subsequence matching from database
Distance measures of time series are designed for evaluating the dissimilarity of
two full sequences. All data items in the two sequences are considered when mea-
suring the distance. Therefore, the match of two sequences under some distance
measure is based on full sequence match. A more common way to match time
series is subsequence matching, where a short time series is compared against a
long time series. Subsequence matching attempts to locate matching subsequences
within a long time series with respect to a short time series [14, 43], and it is very
useful in content-based retrieval of spatio-temporal patterns. It is however more
complex than full sequence matching since the positions and lengths of matching
subsequences need to be detected from the long sequence. An example of subse-
quence matching is shown in Figure 2.9 where the short sequence q is matched with
a subsequence s[a : b] of a long sequence s.
Figure 2.9: An example of subsequence matching
Traditionally, subsequence matching is studied by assuming that the long se-
quences are fixed and stored in time series database. Some indexing methods such
as ST-index [43], Dual Match [84] and General Match [83] have been proposed for
indexing long database sequences. Sliding windows of fixed width are applied to
extract a large number of local patterns from the long database sequences. Di-
mensionality reduction techniques such as Discrete Fourier Transform [10] are then
applied to extract features from local patterns. Lower bounding distances over low
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dimensional feature vectors can be achieved. Therefore, the extracted features can
be used to index local patterns for efficient retrieval of matched local patterns. The
difference among these methods is whether a sliding window or a disjoint window is
applied in extracting local patterns from short query sequences and long database
sequences.
Figure 2.10 shows an example of subsequence matching using Euclidean dis-
tance. Sliding windows with a small step are applied to extract a large number of
local patterns from the long sequence s. In contrast, disjoint sliding windows are
applied for the short querying sequence q. Finally, a matching subsequence in s will
be found if the aggregated distance of pairs of disjoint local patterns in the match-
ing subsequence and q is less than a given distance threshold δ. The limitation
of Euclidean distance based subsequence matching methods is that the tempo-
ral shifting and scaling variances between the querying sequence q and matching
subsequences in s cannot be handled effectively, and matching subsequences with







Figure 2.10: Subsequence matching using Euclidean distance
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Park et al. [94] proposed an approach for subsequence matching by using DTW
distance to measure the distances among subsequences and building a suffix tree
[79] to index subsequences of long sequences. Given a querying sequence q, the
subsequence matching is achieved by comparing q against the subsequence repre-
sented by a path. The matching process is initiated from the root node of the suffix
tree index, and it is expanded to the internal nodes (or leaf nodes) downward. At
each node, a distance vector is dynamically computed from the distance vector
of the parent node, which is used for evaluating the distance between q and the
subsequence represented by the path from root to the current node. The minimal
entry in the distance vector is maintained. Once the minimal entry is larger than
the querying threshold δ, we can make sure that there will be no matching subse-
quence within this branch. Therefore, all the offspring nodes of the current node
can be pruned directly. A subsequence is detected if the last entry of the distance
vector is no more than the querying threshold δ. One shortcoming of this approach
is that time series have to be discretized for efficient indexing subsequences using
suffix tree. Another shortcoming is that, the computation cost will be very huge for
queries with large distance threshold, as each path needs to maintain a cumulative
distance vector before the path is pruned.
In recent work [17], the authors propose to convert subsequences into vectors
by using embeddings. The embeddings are computed from the DTW distance
of subsequences with some reference subsequences. Matching subsequences of a
querying sequence are detected by efficiently comparing the embeddings of the
querying sequence and database time series. Compared with the traditional sub-
sequence matching methods [43, 83, 84], warping distances are supported in this
study. However, all the above mentioned techniques on subsequence matching try
to search the matches of short query patterns to long database sequences, where
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an index can be built on long database sequences.
2.3.2 Subsequence matching of streaming time series
Pattern detection on streaming time series is different from finding matching sub-
sequences of long data sequences stored in database. It tries to detect matching
subsequences within long streaming sequences to any given query pattern. There-
fore, the long streaming time series cannot be simply indexed for efficient subse-
quence matching. Pattern detection on streaming motion sequences will be useful
for monitoring the human behaviors represented by the motion sequences.
Wu et. al [127] proposed an online segmentation and pruning algorithm to
simplify the data sequence as zigzag shapes. They measured similarities of subse-
quences based on the permutation of the end points of piecewise segments. How-
ever, the piecewise linear representation limits its application in shape based pattern
matching on time series. Wei et. al [124] used a wedge to merge multiple candidate
sequences, and compared the set of wedges against the subsequences in the coming
data stream. Their work does not consider how to partition the steaming time
series and how to efficiently find matching subsequences.
Segmentation on time series [13, 69] is a simple way to handle subsequence
matching on streaming time series. However, potential segments may be hard to
extract as many time series have no clear boundaries for segmentation. More-
over, even though some boundaries can be detected, e.g., by local extreme points
in streaming series, there are no effective error bounds on the distances of the ex-
tracted subsequences, especially when shifting or scaling exist within the streaming
time series. Therefore, false dismissals may be introduced when simply using seg-
mentation to extract subsequences from time series. Figure 2.11 shows an example
in which false dismissals may occur. When using warping distances such as DTW
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to measure the distance between q and the segmented subsequence starting at x′,
the distance d may be larger than δ due to the unmatched region before y and y′.
However, if the segmented subsequence starts after x′, e.g, at a point between x′
and y′, the distance is expected to be less than d. Therefore, it is possible to miss
a matching subsequence due to pruning by segmentation. Besides identifying the
starting point, the choice of the length of potential matching subsequences is also
difficult with the existence of temporal shifting and scaling. This is especially true






Figure 2.11: An example of segmentation on subsequence matching. q and s are
well matched from y and y′. However, the starting point of a potential matching
subsequence is obtained by segmentation at position x′ of s.
Euclidean distance or its variation (e.g., correlations) is used in matching pat-
terns in some recent works on streaming time series such as BRAID [105], SPIRIT
[92]. Gao et. al [49] also studied continuous pattern queries on streaming time
series, and they attempted to detect the nearest neighbor pattern when new data
values arrive. In [10], Fast Fourier Transform is used to efficiently find the cross
correlations of time series, which yields a batch processing model. As mentioned
earlier, the use of simple Euclidean distance or correlation for matching subse-
quences in these studies affects the effectiveness of pattern matching where shifting
and scaling exist.
Streaming pattern detection on DTW distance has been recently studied in
[104]. The matching subsequences are continuously monitored by cumulating DTW
distances in a continuous manner. This technique can also be applied to the other
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warping distances such as EDR on matching subsequences. However, as stated,
these warping distances do not handle shifting and scaling in amplitude.
2.3.3 Warping-based subsequence matching
To effectively match subsequences, warping distance is a good technique through
which some temporal variances between the queried time series and matching sub-
sequences can be easily handled. The warping distance computation by dynamic
programming is originally designed for full sequence matching. However, in sub-
sequence matching, the scope (initial entry and terminal entry) of matching sub-
sequences within the long time series is not fixed. Because warping distances are
expensive, we must avoid the exhaustive comparisons of all possible subsequences
with respect to the queried time series.
We propose to modify the way of warping distance computation using dynamic
programming so that it can also be applied to the subsequence matching problem.
Given a querying time series q and a long time series s of length m and n, we build
a fasciated distance matrix of (m+1)× (n+1) (shown in Figure 2.12). Instead of
evaluating the distance of two full time series based on the warping path between
two fixed entries (in corners) of the distance matrix, we propose to evaluate the
distances between the querying time series q and the subsequences of s based on
the warping paths from the bottom edge to the top edge of M .
The distance matrix M is computed in the following way. All entries in the
bottom edge are initialized as M [0, j] = 0. All the other boundary entries are
set as M [i, 0] = +∞ (i > 0, we simply consider f = min in subsequence match-
ing). For all the other entries of M , they are computed following the same way of
dynamic programming as the recursive function in Equation 2.1. Entries are com-












Figure 2.12: Subsequence matching using warping distances
manner.
Finally, for each column, the top entry M [m, e] is used to evaluate whether
there is a matching subsequence that end at the position e of the long time series
s. For each entry (m, e) of the top edge of M , a warping path can be traced out.
Given such a warping path (which starts at (0, b) of the bottom edge and ends at
(m, e) of the top edge), the warping distance between q and subsequence s[b : e]
can then be measured based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 (Distance for subsequence matching). When conducting subse-
quence matching using dynamic programming, for a warping path starting at (0, b)
and ending at (m, e), M [m, e] is the exact warping distance for full sequence match-
ing between q and subsequence s[b : e].
Proof: According to the definition of warping paths, M [m, e] is the aggregated
cost of the warping path from entry (0, b) to (m, e), which is also the path having
the minimal cost among all the paths between (0, b) and (m, e). For any entry (x, y)
in the warping path between (0, b) and (m, e), y must be no less than b. Otherwise,
there must be one entry in the warping path between (0, b) and (x, y) that has no
previous entry; Similarly, y must be no more than e. Otherwise, there must be
one entry in the warping path between (x, y) and (m, e) that has no previous entry.
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Therefore, all entries in the warping path are within sub-matrix M [0 : m, b : e].
As a result, the warping path in subsequence matching will also be the warping
path for computing distance between q and subsequence s[b : e] in the full sequence
matching. Because they have the same warping path, they will have the same cost
for the warping path. Therefore, M [m, e] will be the exact warping distance for full
sequence matching between q and subsequence s[b : e]. 2
According to Lemma 2.1, the subsequence s[b : e] will be a matching subse-
quence to q if M [m, e] ≤ δ. For streaming time series scenario, the length of s is
not fixed. Data items of s dynamically evolve. We may maintain a sliding window
of width w (which is comparable to m) as the width of the distance matrix M .
When a new data item is appended to s, a new column of M will be recomputed
by refreshing all entries in that column in a bottom-up manner. Such a technique
can also be applied in subsequence matching when n is too large. In this case,
instead of using a matrix of (m + 1) × (n + 1), a small matrix of (m + 1) × w is
enough (w ≪ n).
In comparison with full sequence matching, the warping distance computation
in subsequence matching relaxes the boundary conditions of warping paths from
two fixed cornered entries to entries in the bottom and the top edges of the dis-
tance matrix. Such a way of subsequence matching does not require extraction
of subsequences from s. Matching subsequences can then be efficiently detected
by using dynamic programming over the fasciated distance matrix, which has a
computational cost of O(mn).
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2.4 Subsequence Join of Time Series
Given two time series, subsequence join is to find pairs of subsequences with signifi-
cant lengths within two time series such that two subsequences in a pair are matched
(within a distance not more than a given threshold δ) with respect to each other.
The operation is more complex than the subsequence matching problem mentioned
previously because the positions and lengths of two matching subsequences have
to be dynamically identified from two time series.
2.4.1 Application of subsequence join for motion synthesis
The practical motion databases only collect a limited number of motion sequences.
Motion synthesis [15, 54, 55, 122] has been widely used to generate more novel and
realistic motion instances by connecting and modifying existing motion sequences.
Subsequence join is quite useful in such applications because it helps users retrieve
connectable matching subsequences. A resulting artificial motion sequence will
look naturally when it is created at the local region where two subsequences are
matched. Techniques such as blending [54], interpolation [87], style translation [55]
and constraint graph [15] can then be applied to create smooth transition of motion
sequences at the local regions of matching subsequences.
In the area of time series studies, motif discovery, which is aimed at finding
frequent similar subsequences within one time series, has been studied in [39, 93]. It
is more difficult than the subsequence matching problem because there are no given
querying subsequences for matching. However, motif discovery is less complex than
the subsequence join problem because a motif determines the length of matching
subsequences, i.e., matching subsequences of a motif are assumed to be of the same
length. Instead, we will allow the matches of subsequences of different lengths due
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to the speed variance of movements.
There are some research works on subsequence join of trajectories [18, 19, 37,
114]. However, some of them [18, 37, 114] do not support time shifting of matching
subsequences within two time series. They all do not support temporal scaling vari-
ance of matching subsequences which should be very common for motion sequences
due to the speed variance of human movements. Therefore, in these studies, sub-
sequences are matched only data items within the subsequences are continuously
one-to-one matched (two data items are matched if the distance between them is
no more than some given threshold δ).
Subsequence join is also studied in string and DNA sequences [12, 28, 50, 113],
where q-grams are typically used to index and match subsequences. However, these
studies are focused on one-dimensional categorical sequences where two elements
are matched only if they are exactly the same. They tolerate the existence of un-
matched elements within matching subsequences by using edit distances or scoring
matrix. Algorithms in these studies are not designed for handling temporal scaling
difference of matching subsequences. As a result, warping along the temporal di-
mension will be significantly penalized [113]. Our subsequence join problem focuses
on high-dimensional motion data. Therefore, matching elements are not required
to be exactly the same. Moreover, we do not tolerate unmatched elements within
matching subsequences because human motion sequences are often smoothly cap-
tured.
2.4.2 Warping-based subsequence join
In the above solutions on warping based full sequence matching and subsequence
matching, the warping distance is evaluated over a warping path between two
entries whose positions are constraint. However, for the subsequence join problem
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defined in Definition 1.5, the starting entry and ending entry of a warping path
cannot be constrained in the distance matrix because they can be any pairs of
entries satisfying that e1 − b1 + 1 ≥ l and e2 − b2 + 1 ≥ l (an example is given in
Figure 2.13). As long as the starting entry is not constrained as a boundary entry,
M [e1, e2] cannot be used for evaluating the cost of a warping path from (b1, b2) to
(e1, e2) because M [e1, e2] is aggregated for evaluating two prefixes of time series
s1 and s2 in full sequence matching. As a result, we cannot dynamically detect
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Figure 2.13: Subsequence join using warping distances
The difficulty of applying warping distance computation to the subsequence join
problem is that, the starting entry and ending entry of a warping path must be
dynamically computed. To dynamically discover pairs of matching subsequences
from two time series, instead of aggregating distances in a distance matrix, we may
aggregate similarities in a similarity matrix. This can be achieved by applying
f = max() in the recursive function (Equation 2.1). The reason for using simi-
larity matrix is that the ending point (e1, e2) can be dynamically discovered when
M [e1, e2] ≥ δ, which means that sufficient similarity has been aggregated from a
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warping path currently ending at (e1, e2).
However, we still face a problem that M [e1, e2] is aggregated from a boundary
entry in the typical way of computing warping distances/similarities. To allow
M [e1, e2] to be aggregated from some arbitrary entries (e.g., (b1, b2)) of the similarity
matrix, the aggregated score of those entries must be set as 0. This means that
similarities cannot be monotonically aggregated, i.e., function subcost((x, y), (i, j))
in Equation 2.1 can be negative. In our solution of achieving subsequence join
using dynamic programming, M [i, j] will be set as 0 when it is found that there
is no ideal previous entry of (i, j) in φ(i, j) when checking those entries in f(). In
this case, there will be a gap in the warping path if M [i, j] is not treated as the
starting entry for a new warping path.
The detailed solution of warping-based subsequence join is given in Chapter
5. We achieve the efficient subsequence join using dynamic programming by dy-
namically detecting starting entries and ending entries of warping paths so that
the similarity of pairs of matching subsequences can be dynamically evaluated and
compared against the querying threshold δ.
2.5 Notations
We list some frequently used notations in Table 2.2, to facilitate the understanding
of concepts and algorithms introduced in this thesis:
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we first classify and compare the distance measures of time series,
as the basis of matching complex spatio-temporal sequences. On the effectiveness of
distance measures, we show that existing distance measures of common time series
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Table 2.2: Frequently used notations
q, s time series
s[i] the ith element of a time series s
s[b : e] a subsequence of s from s[b] to s[e]
d(·, ·) a metric distance between two data items (elements)
d¯(·, ·) a discrete similarity function of two data items
D(·, ·) distance between two sequences
Dˆ(·, ·) subsequence distance
ε, δ thresholds of distances
D a database of time series
P the set of query results
M distance/similarity matrix
w, l lengths of local patterns
D1(·, ·) distance between two local patterns
D2(·, ·) distance between two LPMs
SD(·, ·) SpADe distance between two sequences
H(·, ·) Hamming distance between two categorical vectors
f a categorical vector
π a subspace determined by partial dimensions
γ, ϕ sketches
sˆ[k] a block of data items
cannot fully handle shifting and scaling in both temporal and amplitude dimensions.
We then categorize methods in subsequence matching and subsequence join of time
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Matching and Monitoring Decomposed
Human Motion Sequences
Existing distance measures of time series are computed based on the aggregation of
pairwise difference of data items. Due to the curse of dimensionality, those distance
measures will not be effective enough for matching high dimensional human motion
sequences. The distance of two human motion sequences can be easily affected by
unmatched data items in a small number of unmatched dimensions, although users
may not care about these unmatched dimensions.
In this chapter, we follows the decompostion approach mentioned in Chapter 2
for matching human motion sequences. We simply consider the matches of decom-
posed human motion sequences, which are common time series as trajectories (or
feature sequences) of partial bodies. We propose an effective distance measure for
matching the decomposed human motion sequences. We also apply the distance to
motion pattern detection on streaming motion feature sequences.
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3.1 Introduction
Studies on evaluating the similarity of common time series have attracted the in-
terest of database community for many years. A number of distance measures
[23, 31, 32, 120] had been proposed to improve the effectiveness of matching time
series, which is highly affected by noise and warps within time series [11]. The
so-called warps in temporal and amplitude dimensions of time series impose diffi-
culties in evaluating distances between time series. Figure 3.1 shows cases of warps
(shifting and scaling) existing between two time series s1 and s2. Note that s1 is
similar to s2 at the semantic level, as there is a hump followed by an ascending
trend in both of them. The first warp is temporal shifting, i.e., the lag of ascend-
ing trend to the hump in s1 (measured as d − c) is different from that (measured
as d′ − c′) in s2. The second is amplitude shifting, e.g., the values of data items
between d and e in s1 are larger than those of the corresponding items between d
′
and e′ in s2. The third is scaling, the extensions of humps in s1 and s2 are different
in both temporal dimension (from c-a and c′-a′) and amplitude dimension (from
s1[b]-s1[a] and s2[b
′]-s2[a




















































































































Figure 3.1: An illustration of noise, shifting and scaling in temporal and amplitude
dimensions of two time series. In this example, s1[a] = s2[a
′]. The temporal gaps
between two consecutive data items are fixed and the same in the two time series.
We have shown that existing distance measures of time series [23, 31, 32, 98, 120]
cannot fully handle temporal and amplitude variances (which are very common
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in decomposed human motion sequences) in Chapter 2. In this chapter, to ef-
fectively support similarity search (Definition 1.1) of decomposed human motion
sequences, we propose an effective distance measure, called Spatial Assembling Dis-
tance (SpADe), which is immune to shifting and scaling in temporal and amplitude
dimensions of common time series.
Pattern detection on streaming time series is to continuously monitor matching
subsequences of streaming time series against some given query patterns. A pattern
(e.g., a trajectory of partial bodies) in time series is a set of sequential data items
collected in discrete time points, describing a meaningful tendency of evolving data
items during a period of time, and therefore implying important phenomenon of
the monitored objects. According to Definition 1.4, a subsequence of a streaming
time series is said to be matched to a query pattern if the distance between the
subsequence and the query pattern is no more than a given threshold δ.
In this chapter, besides proposing an effective distance measure of common time
series, we apply the SpADe distance to the streaming pattern detection problem
(defined in Definition 1.4) of decomposed human motion sequences. In our problem,
a query pattern can be as simple as a subsequence of a univariate decomposed
motion feature sequence, or a subsequence of multiple decomposed motion feature
sequences. Note that distance measures of time series are designed for full sequence
matching, in which distance is measured based on the full length of sequences.
However, for streaming pattern detection problem, we have no priori knowledge
on the positions and lengths of the possible matching subsequence. If we simply
use these distance measures, we need first divide the potential subsequences from
the streaming time series, and then compare them to query patterns based on full
matching.
An obvious solution is to compare the most recent subsequences of streaming
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time series to the query patterns whenever a new data item arrives. However,
such an approach is computationally intensive, and incurs redundant computa-
tional overhead. Segmentation is a simple way to handle subsequence matching,
in which potential matching subsequences are extracted from streaming time se-
ries and compared to query patterns. However, potential segments may be hard
to extract as many time series patterns have no clear boundaries. Moreover, even
though some boundaries can be detected, e.g., by local extreme points in stream-
ing series, there is no effective error bound on distances of the extracted potential
matching subsequences, especially when shifting or scaling exists in the streaming
time series.
As a subsequence matching problem, pattern detection on streaming time series
is naturally expensive. Existing warping distances (e.g., [23, 31, 32]) have so far not
been extended for online pattern detection in streaming time series while taking
both shifting and scaling into account. We apply SpADe to the application of
streaming pattern detection over decomposed motion sequences. We show that
SpADe can efficiently perform continuous detection of patterns on streaming motion
sequences without the need to perform sequence segmentation. Our contributions
in this problem are as follow:
• We identify the weaknesses of existing distance measures of time series, and
explain why they are not suitable for full sequence matching and streaming
pattern detection of sequences where both shifting and scaling along ampli-
tude and temporal dimension exist.
• We propose a novel warping distance SpADe, which can be applied to both full
sequence and subsequence matching. SpADe is a robust measure of distances
between shape-based common time series such as decomposed human motion
sequences because it is measured from the matches of local shapes, and it is
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not sensitive to shifting and scaling in temporal and amplitude dimensions of
time series.
• We propose a continuous SpADe computation approach which can naturally
be used on steaming pattern detection. We improve the efficiency of pattern
detection by using a pruning approach.
• Experimental study was conducted. Results show that SpADe is an effective
distance measure for matching decomposed motion sequences, and it is both
efficient and effective for streaming motion pattern detection.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 defines the basic
SpADe distance for full sequence matching. Section 3.3 proposes effective tech-
niques on computing SpADe. Section 3.4 introduces the approach of continuous
pattern detection on streaming motion sequences by using SpADe. Section 3.5
shows the experimental study of SpADe. Section 3.6 gives the summary of this
chapter.
3.2 Spatial Assembling Distance
We have a hypothesis that in human intuition, the match between two shape-
based sequences (e.g., decomposed human motion sequences) always comes from
multiple sequential matches of a set of subsequences. Based on this hypothesis,
we propose a novel warping distance, Spatial Assembling Distance, which can be
applied to measure distances between shape-based common time series under both
full sequence and subsequence matching. We first introduce SpADe for full sequence
matching.
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3.2.1 Local pattern match
In full sequence matching, the distance between two time sequences s1[0 : m] and
s2[0 : n] is measured based on the full length of two sequences. We borrow the idea
from General Match [83], and extract a set of small patterns from time series by
using a fixed size of sliding window. These small patterns of the same length are
called local patterns. By using the fixed size sliding window on two time sequences,
we get two sets of local patterns.
A local pattern l of length w from a time sequence s1 can be described as
l = (θt, θa, θs), which are the position (mid point) of l in s1, the mean amplitude
of data items in l and the shape signature of l respectively. They should be easily
computed from l. The distance of two local patterns l in s1 and l
′ in s2, can
be measured as D1(l, l
′) = f(|θa − θ
′
a|, |θs − θ
′
s|), which is a weighted sum of the
differences in amplitude and shape features of two local patterns. The weights in f
is application-specific, depending on the tolerance of the amplitude difference and
that of the shape difference.
A local pattern match (LPM) p is formed from l and l′ if D1(l, l
′) < ε, which
means that there is a match between local patterns l and l′. We label the positions of
l in s1 and l
′ in s2 as p.x and p.y respectively. A matching matrix ofm×n is shown in
Figure 3.2 to describe the match of local patterns in s1 and s2. The relative positions
of l and l′ are obtained by projecting p horizontally and vertically. A LPM p can be
described by the following features: p = (p.x, p.y, ψt, ψa) = (θt, θ
′
t, θt − θ
′
t, θa − θ
′
a),
where ψt and ψa represent the shifting of p in temporal and amplitude dimensions
respectively.
Note that there are a number of local patterns extracted from two time se-
quences s1 and s2. A large number of LPMs will be formed if s1 and s2 are similar





















Figure 3.2: An example of a LPM p detected from two time series s1 and s2. The
positions of the corresponding local patterns of p can be found in the matching
matrix.
the two sequences.
3.2.2 Distance between two LPMs
We measure the SpADe of two time sequences based on the distribution of LPMs in
the matching matrix. For full sequence matching, we try to find the best combina-
tion of LPMs, such that they can maximize the matches of s1 and s2. The quality
of pattern combination is determined by the following two criteria: 1), the pro-
jections (vertical and horizontal) of LPMs should cover large regions of s1 and s2.
The larger the covered regions, the more data items in s1 and s2 are matched; 2),
the difference of features of two LPMs should be as small as possible, which means
that two LPMs can be obtained by a similar transformation from local patterns in
s1 to local patterns in s2.
We define the gaps between two LPMs p1 and p2 on s1 and s2 as ED(p2, p1)
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max(p2.y − p1.y − w, 0) if p2.y > p1.y;
+∞ otherwise.
The gaps are used to handle the noise and local unmatched regions within time
series. The distance of two LPMs p1 and p2, D2(p2, p1), is then defined as:
Definition 3.1. D2(p2, p1) = g(ED(p2, p1)) + g(ED
′(p2, p1)) + h(|p2.ψ − p1.ψ|).
Function g(x) is a penalty on the gaps between two LPMs, which can be defined
by users, but should satisfy the following properties: 1) g(0) = 0; 2) g(x + y) ≥
g(x) + g(y), (x, y ≥ 0). Function h(x) is a weighted penalty of differences on
the time shifting and amplitude shifting. Therefore, h(|p2.ψ − p1.ψ|) = g(|p2.ψt −
p1.ψt|) + λ · |p2.ψa − p1.ψa|.
We also define the distance between a LPM p and a point at the top or bottom
of the matching matrix according to the gaps between p and the point. For a point




from Ps to p is D3(p, Ps) = g(p.x −
w
2
) + g(p.y − ys −
w
2
). Similarly, for a point
Pe(m, ye) at the top of matching matrix satisfying ye ≥ p.y +
w
2
, the distance from
p to Pe is D4(Pe, p) = g(m− p.x−
w
2




3.2.3 SpADe in full sequence matching
Definition 3.2. Given a path r = Ps → p1 → ... → pt → Pe formed by Ps(0, ys),
Pe(m, ye), and a number of LPMs p1, . . . , pt, the length of r is defined as Cost(r) =
D3(p1, Ps) +
∑t−1
i=1D2(pi+1, pi) +D4(Pe, pt).
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Given two sequences s1[0 : m] and s2[0 : n], a matching matrix can be built
based on all the LPMs between s1 and s2. Given two corner points Ps(0, 0) and
Pe(m,n) in the matching matrix, {ri} include all the paths derived from the LPMs,
and linking Ps and Pe. The SpADe of s1 to s2 under full sequence matching is
defined as:
Definition 3.3. SD(s1, s2) = mintCost(rt), rt ∈ {ri}.
In other words, the SpADe of two given time sequences is the length of shortest
path from left-bottom corner to the right-up corner in the matching matrix of these
two sequences. It is determined by the spatial distribution of the derived LPMs.
We find the best combination of LPMs using the shortest path connecting two end
points. That is why we call the distance as spatial assembling distance. Finding
shortest paths has been well studied and the classic Dijkstra’s algorithm [42] can
be applied.
3.3 Effective SpADe Computation
3.3.1 Handling scaling variations
The scaling variations of two common time series are not handled in the original
definition of SpADe given in the above section. To handle the scaling variations, one
time series need to be transformed into a number of time series through rescaling
along both temporal and amplitude dimensions. Then, for each local pattern in
the original time series, a number of scaled local patterns can be extracted from
the scaled time series.
Figure 3.3 shows how a number of scaled local patterns are extracted based on a
original local pattern l. First, a number of local patterns (l1 and l2 in the example)
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with the same mid points and different lengths are extracted from the original
time series as a means of temporal scaling. Second, for each temporal scaled local
pattern (l1 as an example), a number of amplitude scaled local patterns (l3 and l4)
of same length are extracted from the same positions of the amplitude scaled time
series. The set of all scaled (both in time and amplitude) local patterns varied from
l (including l) is noted as V (l). If the local pattern l is cast into St temporal scales
and Sa amplitude scales, then |V (l)| = St × Sa.










Figure 3.3: The scaled local patterns.
Given two time series s1 and s2, we actually measure the distance between them
by only scaling one time series s1. A LPM p is formed by a local pattern l in s1 and
a local pattern l′ in s2, if ∃l
′′ ∈ V (l), D1(l
′′, l′) < ε. According to the definition of
SpADe, to compute the distance of s1 and s2, we need extract O(n) local patterns
from s2 and conduct O(n) ε-range queries over those O(mStSa) scaled local patterns
extracted from s1. The shortest path computation algorithm can then be applied
to the derived LPMs. As a result, the total computational cost of SpADe will be
much higher, compared to the traditional distance measures of time series such as
DTW and EDR. Therefore, we propose some approximate techniques to speed up
the distance computation of SpADe.
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3.3.2 Efficient detection of LPMs
Short local patterns are preferred to describe the fine grained local shapes of time
series. This is because long local patterns generate more false positive LPMs, as ε
must be relaxed in this case to guarantee no false dismissal of LPMs. Haar wavelet
[40] is a good candidate for extracting θa and θs features from local patterns, as low
band wavelet coefficients elegantly describe the mean amplitude and the general
shape of local patterns. Moreover, the Haar wavelet is computationally efficient.
In our solution, we propose to use the first 4 low band wavelet coefficients as θa
and θs features of local patterns.
In many applications of time series, distances of a querying time series to a
number of database time series are typically computed online. To improve the
efficiency of matching local patterns, those existing instances can be preprocessed,
and scaled local patterns can be extracted from them. A multi-dimensional index
such as R-tree can be used to index those local patterns so that ε-range queries
can be efficiently processed.
To handle the variances of shifting and scaling, given a local pattern l′ extracted
from a query time series q, a large number of existing local patterns extracted from
all data sequences will match l′. Therefore, many branches in R-tree are involved
during the query, which incur much computational overhead. Inspired by VA-File
[123], we partition the feature space into cells, and approximate the distance be-
tween local patterns according to the cells they fall in. As the number of dimensions
is small and adequate variation should be allowed, the total number of filled cells
is expected to be much less than the number of local patterns. Consequently, each
cell records a list of original local patterns whose scaled local patterns fall in the
cells. Therefore, only a local pattern l is maintained even though more than one
local patterns in V (l) fall in a cell e. Given a query local pattern l′ (located in cell
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e), all local patterns within e and the direct neighbor cells around e are treated
as the matching local patterns of l′. Therefore, efficiency of detecting LPMs is
achieved by checking the matching local patterns within cells.
The space of wavelet coefficients of local patterns is partitioned into cells. Ef-
fective widths of cells are learned from the distribution of wavelet coefficients ex-
tracted from the training data set. For each dimension i of wavelet coefficients, we
normalize the wavelet coefficient fi as f¯i =
fi−µi
σi
, where ui and σi are mean and
standard deviation of fi respectively. The widths of cells in the normalized wavelet
coefficient space are set as 1
4
for each dimension. To limit the number of cells, all
f¯i > 2 or all f¯i < −2 are treated as outlier partitions. Therefore, each dimension
is segmented into 18 partitions, and there are totally 184 cells in the feature space
of local patterns.
3.3.3 Fast SpADe using disjoint sliding windows
Local patterns can be extracted from time series with different granularity of sliding
steps. The finest granularity is applied in the original definition of SpADe, i.e.,
local patterns are extracted at every position of both s1 and s2. As a result, the
number of detected LPMs will be very large, incurring high computational cost of
SpADe. Inspired by the idea applied in [43], we propose to speed up the SpADe
computation by using wider sliding steps so that the number of derived LPMs can
be remarkably reduced. In our solution, disjoint sliding windows on the query time
series s2, and a sliding step of
w
c
on the other time series s1 were used to extract
local patterns from two time series. The SpADe distance can then be computed
from those LPMs. The longer the LPMs, the larger sliding steps within s1 and s2,







Figure 3.4: Efficient SpADe computation achieved from shortest path computation.
Disjoint sliding windows are applied on time series s2.
3.3.4 Parameter learning
An abstract function g(x) is defined in Definition 3.1. In our study, we propose to
set g(x) = x which satisfies the requirements on g(x). Parameter λ in h(x) is set as
w
σ1
, where σ1 is the standard deviation of θa of local patterns. Such a definition of λ
guarantees that the penalty on amplitude difference is comparative to the penalty
on gaps of LPMs.
There are some parameters, w, St, Sa and c, which affect the accuracy of SpADe.
Effective values of these parameters can be learned from the training data set by
maximizing the accuracy of cross validation on one nearest neighbor classification
approach. To facilitate the wavelet transformation, we choose the pattern length
w = 4k, where k is an integer. The range of w is considered based on the length
of time series. It cannot be too small as the short local patterns may not be long
enough to represent a meaningful local shape patterns. Moreover, small w incurs a
large number of local patterns, and therefore drops the efficiency of SpADe. On the
other hand, w also cannot be too large as 4 wavelet coefficients will be not enough
to approximate the complex local shapes extracted from long local patterns. On
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where n is the average length of time series.
We generate a number of scales in time and amplitude by specifying St and Sa.
The granularity of scales is set as 0.1. For example, if St is 7, then we generate
temporal scales of 0.7, 0.8, . . . , 1.3. Parameter c is chosen from 8 to 16. It cannot
be too small as small c generates large sliding steps which will lose some LPMs.
On the contrary, c does not need to be larger than 16 because a sliding step of w
16
is already fine enough as a slide. The four parameters w, St, Sa and c are adjusted
within its value range. The combination achieving best accuracy in cross validation
of training data set is learned as the parameters in SpADe.
3.4 SpADe on Streaming Pattern Detection
SpADe is useful not only for full sequence matching, but for subsequence matching
as well. We have mentioned that there is a challenge on efficient pattern detection
over streaming time series. Our proposed SpADe is a good candidate to continu-
ously monitor matching subsequences of query patterns. In this section, we show
how SpADe can be continuously computed in streaming pattern detection.
First we give some notions used in subsequence matching. A number of query
time series qs, describing the phenomenon interested by users, are preprocessed
and stored in query engine. The streaming time series s continuously feed data
items to the query engine. The query engine continuously reports the matching
subsequences whose distances to any query pattern q is no more than some given
query threshold δ.
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3.4.1 Variance of SpADe in subsequence matching
Given a query pattern q[0 : m] and a window size of most recent data items s[ts : te]
in the streaming time series, the local SpADe of s at time point t (ts ≤ t < te) is
defined as:
Definition 3.4. SDt(q, s) = mini<te SD(q, s[t : i]).
SDt(q, s) measures the distance of the best matching subsequence (to q) start-
ing at time point t of s. As shown in Figure 3.5, SDt(q, s) can be explained
as the shortest path from point Ps(0, t) to points Pe(m, t
′) (t < t′ < te). Let
tr = argmint′SD(q, s[t : t
′]). SDt(q, s) is actually the full sequence matching
SpADe of q to s[t : tr]. The global time scaling of a matching subsequence s[t : tr]
to q can be measured as u = tr−t
m
. If u = 1, the matching subsequence is in the
same length of q, and it is called an equal-length match; If u > 1, the matching
subsequence will be longer than q, and it is called an expanding match; otherwise,
















Figure 3.5: An example of local SpADe.
Pattern detection problem tries to find subsequences of s whose SpADe to query
q is less than some threshold δ. This can be achieved by continuously computing
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local SpADe, i.e., finding matching subsequences satisfying SDt(q, s) ≤ δ at ev-
ery point of s. However, it is not efficient enough because each computation of
SpADe requires finding the shortest path of LPMs within some window size, which
consumes much computation. To improve the efficiency of continuous SpADe com-
putation, we propose an incremental way of computing SpADe.
In pattern detection applications, the probability of having matching subse-
quence grows as the number of LPMs increases. Much computation will be saved
if SpADe distance is updated only when new LPMs are detected.
Definition 3.5. The cumulating SpADe of a detected LPM p to query q, noted as
SDc(p), is the shortest path starting from points at the bottom edge of matching
matrix to p.
Definition 3.6. The potential SpADe of a LPM p to query q is defined as SDp(p) =




SDc(p) is a lower bound on the length of paths passing through p and linking
the bottom and top edges of the matching matrix. Once SDc(p) > δ, p will not
emerge in the path of any qualified matching subsequence for q. On the other hand,
if SDc(p) ≤ δ, p is a promising LPM. Meanwhile, SDp(p) is an upper bound of
local SpADe. Therefore, Once SDp(p) ≤ δ, a qualified matching subsequence to
the given region query on q is found.
3.4.2 Incremental computation of SpADe
On pattern detection in streaming time series, we actually detect LPMs by cutting
the most recent local pattern from streaming data sequence, extracting feature from
the chopped local pattern, and retrieving LPMs of the local pattern. On detecting
a LPM p, it will be perfect if SDc(p) and SDp(p) can be computed on the fly. The
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following lemma supports this incremental way of SpADe computation.
Lemma 3.1. The LPMs detected behind a LPM p on streaming time series will
not change SDc(p).
Proof: Suppose p1 is detected behind p. Therefore, p1.y ≥ p.y. If p1 changes
SDc(p), it should be in the shortest path of SDc(p). Let p1 → ... → pt → p is a
path from p1 to p in shortest path. Then we must be able to find two consecutive
LPMs pt1 and pt2 in the path, such that, pt1 is detected behind pt2, i.e., pt1 .y ≥
pt2 .y, and ED(pt2 , pt1) = +∞. According to Definition 3.1, D2(pt2 , pt1) = +∞.
Therefore, SDc(p) = +∞, which is impossible because we can at least find a path
from Ps(0, p.y −
w
2
) to p whose cost is only g(p.x − w
2
). Consequently, p1 cannot
change the value of SDc(p). 2
Lemma 3.1 guarantees that SDc(p) can be immediately computed when p is
detected from the streaming time series. The computation of SDc(p) is to find
the previous LPM of p, noted as p′, from which the shortest path from the bottom
edge of the matching matrix to p is found, i.e., p′ = argminp1(SDc(p1)+D2(p, p1)).
According to Definition 3.1, p′ should be in the left-bottom corner of p. Figure 3.6
shows the searching region ABOC of p′. This is because for those LPMs whose
reference point is beyond ABOC, one of the gaps of p to them will be +∞.
However, it is not necessary to search p′ in the large region of ABOC, as large
gaps are usually not allowed in practice. Therefore, the searching region of p′ can
be reduced by constraining the gaps between two consecutive LPMs. Figure 3.6
shows the constraint searching region A′B′OC ′ with gap bound of ξ. The efficiency
of calculating SDc(p) will be improved significantly, as small ξ is used in practice.
The cumulating SpADe obtained from the constraint searching region is noted as
SDc,ξ(p). On detecting p
′, we get SDc,ξ(p) = SDc,ξ(p
′)+D(p, p′). For range query,
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Figure 3.6: Searching region of previous LPM.
matching subsequence.
To find p′ of p, we need maintain those LPMs in the searching region of p′, and
test all the LPMs within this region column by column. To reduce the number of
detected LPMs, we actually use disjoint sliding windows (with a sliding step of w)
on the streaming time series. Meanwhile, for each query pattern q, a sliding step
of w
c
is applied. As shown in Figure 3.6, the maximum of LPMs in A′B′O′O” is
bounded as ⌊ cξ
2
w2
⌋ due to the strategy of sliding steps.
The above computational model guarantees that SDc,ξ(p) can be computed
column by column because the previous LPM of p must be in the previous ⌊ ξ
w
⌋
columns of the column p locates. Therefore, for each query pattern q, the number
of LPMs need to dynamically maintained is bounded as O( cmξ
w2
). If there are N
query patterns with average length of m¯, the memory cost of continuous SpADe
computation will be bounded as the maximal number of LPMs need to maintained,
O( cNm¯ξ
w2
). If t is the average number of LPMs detected from one chopped local




). In the regions where no matching subsequences appear, the number of
LPMs will be very small, close to zero. Therefore, the computation of SDc,ξ(p) will
be very efficient.
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Along with the computation of SDc,ξ(p), we record the starting point of the
shortest path to p. SDp,ξ(p) is computed following the calculation of SDc,ξ(p). As
we have declared, once SDp,ξ(p) is found to be less than δ, a qualified matching
subsequence is detected. The position of matching subsequence is actually the
vertical projections from the starting point of the shortest path of p to the end
point of p. Considering that the potential SpADe of some LPMs around p may
also satisfy the range query, the LPM who has the smallest SDp,ξ(p) within a local
region is returned as the end of a matching subsequence in this region.
3.4.3 Streaming Pattern Detection of Motion Sequences
The SpADe distance is designed for matching common time series whose local pat-
terns are simple in shapes. The local patterns therefore can be easily approximated
for efficient matching by using techniques such as wavelets and grids. Consequently,
SpADe can be directly applied to full sequence matching and streaming pattern
detection of decomposed motion sequences. However, a query motion pattern some-
times is not as simple as one decomposed motion sequence. It may be a sequence
of data items containing a number of feature dimensions (e.g., contains trajectories
of both hands and feet), which is still a complex spatio-temporal sequence. In this
case, SpADe cannot be directly applied because local patterns of multi-dimensional
data items cannot be processed and indexed by SpADe.
To apply SpADe distance to streaming pattern detection of such complex motion
patterns, we propose to match a number of decomposed feature sequences of the
query patterns in parallel. The local distances of matching subsequences ended at
the same position of different feature sequences are aggregated on the fly, which
gives an overall evaluation of the match between the subsequence (ended at the
current position) of streaming motion sequence and the query sequence within the
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involved feature space.
For a query pattern and a streaming sequence q and s, given a dimension i,
SpADe is applied to evaluate the match between qi and si (which are the i
th de-
composed sequences of q and s). At column j, the local match of si is defined as
SDi,j(q, s) = minp∈P SDp(p), where P is the set of all LPMs (between qi and si) de-
tected in column j. It is actually the minimal potential SpADe distance of all LPMs
detected in column j. If there is no LPM in column j, SDi,j(q, s) = g(m), where









Figure 3.7: An example of local (best) match.
For feature sequences qi and si, the local best match of si at column j is defined
as SDi,j(q, s) = minj′≤j(SDi,j′(q, s) + g(w × (j − j
′))). Assume that the query
pattern contains a number of features π ⊆ {1, . . . , d}. We then define the local best
match of s to q (in the subspace π) at column j as SDπ,j(q, s) =
∑
i∈π SDi,j(q, s).
It is obvious that SDπ,j(q, s) is the aggregation of local best matches of si for all
dimensions i ∈ π. It therefore gives an overall evaluation of the distance of a
subsequence of s (ended at column j) to the query sequence q. Because all feature
sequences in π of s are compared against the corresponding feature sequences of q




In our performance evaluation, we compare SpADe with some commonly used
distance measures of time series: Euclidean distance, DTW and EDR in terms
of the accuracy and efficiency of full sequence matching and streaming pattern
detection over decomposed motion sequences, as well as some other common time
series datasets. Our test platform is a PC with Pentium4 3.0G CPU and 1G RAM.
3.5.1 SpADe on Matching Common Time Series
We use UCR Time Series Classification/Clustering datasets [9] for testing the per-
formance of SpADe in full sequence matching of common time series. Among
those time series datasets, the Gun point, Trace and Yoga datasets are related to
decomposed human motion sequence datasets.
Accuracy in full sequence matching
Like in many other studies [59, 32], one nearest neighbor classification (1NN) is
used to test the accuracy of distances under full sequence matching. In 1NN clas-
sification, for each sequence in the testing data set, we predict its label from its
nearest neighbor in the training data set. If the derived label is the same as the
original label of the testing sequence, we get a hit; Otherwise, we get a miss. As
shown in Table 3.1, we compare the distance measures based on the classification
accuracy over 3 motion related datasets. For each distance measure, we learn the
parameters (e.g., warping width of DTW, matching threshold ε of EDR, w, c, St
and Sa of SpADe) from the training data set by maximizing the 1NN classifica-
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tion accuracy of leave one out cross validation. The classification accuracy on test
datasets is recorded in Table 3.1. We see that in SpADe achieves higher accuracy
than the other distance measures in the three test data sets.
Data set Euclidean DTW EDR SpADe
Gun point 0.913 0.913 0.980 1.000
Trace 0.760 0.990 0.960 1.000
Yoga 0.830 0.845 0.806 0.857
Table 3.1: Accuracy of 1NN classification in full sequence matching.
Impact of parameters
The length of local patterns w is an important parameter affecting the efficacy of
SpADe. It determines the complexity of shapes in the extracted local patterns.
However, optimal w can be learned from the training data set, and it can also be
set as a trade off between the accuracy and efficiency of classification. We show the
impact of pattern length on the accuracy of leave one out cross validation of 1NN
classification using SpADe in Figures 3.8. Three shape-based common time series
datasets are used in this test. The shapes of some examples of time series are shown
on the left, and the accuracy of corresponding data set is shown on the right. In this
test, given a pattern length w, the maximal accuracy achieved by adjusting c, St
and Sa is recorded. We can see that shorter local patterns are preferred in the three
datasets of Figure 3.8 to capture the local shapes more accurately because those
local shapes are important in identifying the labels of instances in these datasets.
The pattern length w has significant impact on the efficiency of SpADe as it
affects the number of local patterns to be extracted, and therefore the number
of LPMs to be derived. We show this impact using the Fish data set in Figure
3.9. The other parameters are fixed in this test (St = Sa = 1, c = 8). The
average computational time of 1NN classification for one test time series is plotted
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(b) Accuracy in the Gun point
data set





















(d) Accuracy in the Yoga data
set





















(f) Accuracy in Fish data set
Figure 3.8: Impact of pattern length w on the accuracy for different datasets
over different pattern lengths. The results show that the computational cost of
SpADe drops significantly when w is enlarged. When parameter w is doubled, the
computational cost can be saved in one order because the number of local patterns
is halved, and the sliding step is doubled. In practice, we may choose the pattern
length w such that it captures significant length of local patterns and the reducing
of w does not improve the accuracy too much.
Besides the pattern length w, the scales St, Sa also affect the accuracy and
efficiency of the SpADe. The impact of parameters St and Sa on the efficiency and
























Figure 3.9: Impact of pattern lengths on efficiency of SpADe.
show that the computational time is approximately proportional to St × Sa. The
impact of parameters St, Sa on the accuracy of SpADe is tested on the Gun Point
data set. As shown in 3.10(b), in general, larger temporal and amplitude scales
generate higher accuracy on classification of time series data. This phenomena
is obvious in those datasets where both temporal and amplitude variances exist
among similar instances of common time series. However, if St and Sa are too
large, there will be many false positive matches of local patterns, which will reduce
the accuracy of SpADe. Effective St and Sa can be trained by maximizing the 1NN
cross validation accuracy of SpADe on classifying training data set.
(a) Efficiency (b) Accuracy




















Figure 3.11: Impact of sliding steps on the efficiency of SpADe
We also show the impact of parameter c on the efficiency of SpADe in Figure





is no more than 4, the accuracy of SpADe will not be affected too much. Figure
3.11 also shows that the efficiency of SpADe cannot benefit too much when w
c
is
larger than 5. In our experiments, the sliding step w
c
is usually a small value less
than 4.
Apply SpADe to match other common time series datasets
Note that SpADe is also applicable to match other shape-based common time
series. We test it on some other common time series datasets of UCR Time Series
Classification/Clustering datasets [9]. From Table 3.2, we can see that in some
time series datasets, especially those with smooth shapes, SpADe achieves higher
accuracy than the other distance measures.
3.5.2 Streaming pattern detection of motion sequences
We generate some feature sequences from the real-life dataset of CMU motion
capture database [1]. This dataset has more than two thousands of human motion
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Data set Euclidean DTW EDR SpADe Performance
Syn. con. 0.880 0.983 0.960 0.953 normal
CBF 0.852 0.996 0.989 0.959 normal
FaceAll 0.714 0.808 0.806 0.767 normal
OSULeaf 0.517 0.616 0.785 0.889 good
Swed. leaf 0.787 0.843 0.904 0.888 normal
50words 0.631 0.758 0.802 0.793 normal
Two Pat. 0.910 0.998 0.998 0.990 normal
Wafer 0.995 0.995 0.993 0.994 normal
FaceFour 0.784 0.886 0.966 0.977 good
Lighting2 0.754 0.869 0.852 0.755 bad
Lighting7 0.575 0.712 0.699 0.699 normal
ECG200 0.880 0.880 0.900 0.840 bad
Adiac 0.611 0.609 0.616 0.681 good
Fish 0.783 0.840 0.920 0.943 good
Table 3.2: Accuracy of 1NN classification in full sequence matching. SpADe is
good in a dataset if it achieves the best accuracy. It is bad if the worst accuracy is
achieved. Otherwise, it is normal.
sequences of more than 100 subjects, with the length of sequences varied from 2 to
22,948. Suppose users are interested with the poses of lower half of bodies. Based
on the geometric features proposed in [89], we extract four features related to the
motion of lower half of bodies, which are distances between two feet, angles of the
left knee, angles of the right knee, and angles between two femurs. Considering
the human motion sequences are captured in high resolution (with a sampling
rate of 120Hz), we apply a re-sampling of one snapshot over every 4 snapshots.
Therefore, for each motion sequence, we have 4 decomposed motion sequences with
a sampling rate of 30Hz. All the sequences are loaded into memory before queries
are conducted.
We randomly choose 20 motion sequences whose length is more than 500. From
each of them, we randomly extract one subsequence of length 128 as a query pat-
tern. Therefore, each query pattern lasts more than 4 seconds in real motion.
Because the query patterns are focused on lower half of bodies, we avoid to use
normal walking as query patterns because many motion sequences contain many
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cases of normal walking. We create a streaming motion sequence by connecting the
ten longest motion sequences in the dataset, which lasts for around 1450 seconds.
We do the experiments on 10 nearest neighbors query for streaming motion pat-
tern detection. Ten most similar subsequences are extracted from the streaming
motion sequence for each query pattern. Because there is no label on the subse-
quences of the streaming time series, we measure the accuracy of streaming pattern
detection by comparing the query patterns and their 10 nearest neighbors manu-
ally, using a 3D visualization tool for motion sequences. The accuracy of steaming
pattern detection is finally evaluated based on the number of accurately matched
subsequences.
The SpADe distance is compared against DTW and EDR distances. For DTW
and EDR distances, the subsequence matching approach proposed in [104] is ap-
plied. The matching threshold of EDR is set as 0.3 according to parameter set-
ting schema discussed in [32]. We test the average response time of a 10 nearest
neighbors query. The average computational time of DTW and EDR distances for
processing one 10 nearest neighbors query over the steaming motion sequence is
51.7ms and 54.3ms respectively. The average accuracy of DTW and EDR distances
are 69% and 66.5% respectively.
For SpADe distance, we choose the length of local patterns as w = 8, which lasts
for around 0.27 seconds. For each query, we first extract all scaled local patterns
from the query sequences by using a sliding window with a sliding step of 1 (c = w).
Those local patterns are indexed using grids. Local patterns from the streaming
motion sequences are extracted by disjoint sliding window of width w. For each
extracted local pattern (corresponding to a column in the distance matrix), the
local best matches in all feature sequences are computed in parallel. The local
best match of the streaming sequence is then computed by distance aggregation.
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We test the performance of SpADe by varying the temporal scales (St) and the
amplitude scales (Sa). The average computational time and accuracy are shown in
Figure 3.12.
(a) Efficiency (b) Accuracy
Figure 3.12: The performance of SpADe on streaming time series
On the efficiency of streaming pattern detection, the three distance measures
are efficient enough. For DTW and EDR, it takes less than 0.06 seconds to match
a query pattern against a streaming motion sequence of 1450 seconds. This implies
that, with our experimental settings, the streaming pattern detection algorithm
can monitor more than 20k query patterns simultaneously against one streaming
motion sequence, using either DTW or EDR. From Figure 3.12(a) we can see that,
the efficiency of SpADe distance is highly depended on the number of scales (St
and Sa) it supports. The efficiency of SpADe is similar to DTW and EDR when
St× Sa ≈ 40. SpADe will be more efficient than DTW and EDR when it supports
smaller St and Sa. However, even though large values of St and Sa (e.g., St = 13
and Sa = 13) are supported, the computational time of SpADe is still no more than
three times of those of DTW or EDR.
On the accuracy of streaming pattern detection, SpADe outperforms DTW and
EDR. Even though St = 1 and Sa = 1, SpADe is still slightly more accurate
than DTW and EDR. This is because SpADe perfectly captures local shapes of
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motion sequences, which are very useful in matching similar motion sequences.
When St and Sa are slightly enlarged, the accuracy of SpADe can be improved
up to 76.5%. From Figure 3.12(b), it is obvious that the supports of amplitude
variances can improve the accuracy of SpADe on streaming pattern detection of
motion sequences.
3.6 Summary
We argue that the existing distance measures of common time series do not work
well in detecting shape based patterns. We propose a novel distance, SpADe, which
can be used to measure distances between shape based common time series. The
measure of SpADe is based on the detection of the best combination of LPMs by
computing the shortest path in matching matrix. Good accuracy is achieved by
SpADe in the conditions of shifting and scaling in both temporal and amplitude
dimensions. We apply SpADe on pattern detection in streaming time series. Our
experiments show that SpADe outperforms DTW and EDR on pattern detection
over streaming motion sequences, where shifting and scaling exist in both temporal
and amplitude dimensions.
To speed up the computation of SpADe, we propose to use wavelets to retrieve
shape coefficients of local patterns. We use the partitioned cells to approximate and
index these multi-dimensional local patterns. To further speed up the continuous
query processing on SpADe, we propose an incremental way of computing SpADe,
which is very suitable for pattern detection on streaming time series. Extensive
performance study was conducted and the results show that SpADe is an effective
distance measure of decomposed motion sequences, and it is both efficient and
effective for streaming pattern detection of decomposed motion sequences.
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CHAPTER 4
Efficient Subsequence Matching of Human
Motion Sequences
Content-based retrieval of complex spatial-temporal sequences is usually based on
query by example. The querying example sequence can be a motion sequence. In
this case, the decomposition approach of matching human motion sequences will not
be effective enough. In this chapter, we propose to apply the categorizing approach
mentioned in Chapter 2 for efficient and effective content-based retrieval of human
motion sequences, based on some proposed subsequence matching techniques.
4.1 Introduction
Content-based retrieval of spatio-temporal patterns from human motion databases
is inherently nontrivial since finding effective distance measures for such data is
difficult. Defining similarities (or distances) on such data is difficult because of
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three reasons:
• It’s hard to extract effective numerical features from them such that an ef-
fective distance can be aggregated based on the pair-wise differences of the
features;
• The transformed data (features) are typically in high dimensional space, while
the similarities between two such sequences may only exist in some subspace
of the overall spatio-temporal space. The simple aggregation of distances may
not take such partial similarity into account;
• Matching between the sequences might not be perfect and variation along the
spatial and temporal dimensions must be taken into account.
Many existing studies [38, 65, 110] model such data as high dimensional tra-
jectories where each frame or segment of the human motion is represented as a
numerical vector in the track of the trajectories. This essentially converts the data
into a high dimensional time series and the distance between any pair of sequences
is then measured based on the distance of the two time series. However, existing
studies on the distance measures of time series [32, 36, 57, 61] have been focused
on time series with low dimensionality (usually 1-dimensional to 3-dimensional tra-
jectories). They cannot be easily applied to high dimensional time series because
of the following three reasons:
• The efficiency of warping distances for high-dimensional time series cannot
be well improved by simply extending existing lower bounding techniques
[57, 132] due to the well-known curse of dimensionality.
• the efficiency of warping distances will be further weakened by the numerous
pair-wise distance computation of high dimensional numerical vectors.
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• the numerical similarities obtained from distance aggregation may not be
effective enough, especially when large variances (e.g. variances in shifting,
scaling, directions and rotations) exist along the spatio-temporal dimensions.
Instead of measuring numerical similarities on such complex spatio-temporal
data, a logic-oriented approach has recently been proposed in [89] to perform dis-
crete feature extraction on human motion capture data as a means to improve the
efficiency of content-based retrieval on motion capture data. In this work [89], a
number of categorical geometric features are extracted from snapshots of the nu-
merical motion sequences and sequences of extracted categorical features are used
to describe the change of logical states over time.
The advantages of extracting discrete features from complex spatio-temporal
motion sequences include:
• Variations within spatio-temporal patterns are partially handled through dis-
crete transformation;
• Similarities obtained from the categorical states are intuitive, and therefore,
provide operational interfaces for users to specify the subspace within which
overall similarities are measured;
• The categorical format of the data reduces the storage and computational
cost of complex spatio-temporal data.
As such, the model of high dimensional categorical time series provides a sig-
nificant probe on efficient and effective content-based retrieval of complex spatio-
temporal patterns.
Most studies on data management of time series have been focused on time se-
ries of numerical vectors [10, 27, 36, 57, 132]. These techniques cannot be applied
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directly to categorical time series. The studies on managing categorical time series
are however still limited to one dimensional data such as gene sequences [26, 80].
To overcome this limitation, our study in this chapter will focus on high dimen-
sional categorical time series. We propose new distance measures and queries for
high dimensional categorical time series, which are used in our PIPA system [8] (a
database engine for interactive media, for supporting effective matches of multi-
media objects). Efficient query processing techniques are developed to handle the
proposed queries. Our contributions in this chapter can be summarized as follow:
• We propose the sketch query, which allows users to retrieve complex spatio-
temporal patterns by specifying partial dimensions on some key frames. In-
cremental sketch matching technique is proposed to speed up the sketch query
processing.
• We propose to segment high dimensional categorical time series using con-
vexes, and measure the distance of two categorical time series in block-wise.
Efficient early abandoning technique is proposed to accelerate the subse-
quence matching on clip queries.
• Extensive experiments on real-life data were conducted. The results show that
our solutions are not only efficient, but also yielding acceptable accuracy for
content-based retrieval of spatio-temporal data.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces basic
concepts related to our problem. Section 4.3 introduces the distance definitions,
queries, and related query processing techniques of sketch query. Section 4.4 query
definition, sequence summarization and query processing techniques on the clip
query. The experimental studies are shown in Section 4.5. A summary of this




A categorical time series instance s is represented as s[1 : T ]. s[t], the snapshot of s
at time point t, is a d-dimensional categorical vector. For those categorical vectors
extracted from complex spatio-temporal data, d is typically very large, e.g., more
than 40. In this chapter, we focus on finding the k nearest neighbors (i.e. kNN
queries) of a given query based on some distance measure as it is a very common
query in the domains we are studying. Different distance measures of time series
result in different query processing solutions for the kNN queries.
4.2.2 Distances Between Categorical Vectors
A commonly used distance measure of categorical vectors is Hamming distance.
The Hamming distance of two categorical vectors f1 and f2, denoted as H(f1, f2),
is defined as the number of non-matching dimensions of two feature vectors. f1




2. If H(f1, f2) = 0, then f1
and f2 are said to be perfectly matched.
When using Hamming distance to measure the similarities of categorical vectors,
users may only be interested in a subset of features by specifying some dimensions
that must be matched and some dimensions which can be ignored. Therefore,
instead of matching feature vectors in all dimensions, a more operable way is to
match them on a user specified subspace. We denote the full dimensional space
as Ω = {1, . . . , d}, and the subspace as π ⊆ Ω. The Hamming distance on the
subspace π can be defined as:
Definition 4.1 (π-Hamming distance). Given two feature vectors f1 and f2, the
π-Hamming distance of f1 and f2, denoted as Hπ(f1, f2) is defined as the number
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of unmatched dimensions of two feature vectors in subspace π.
The π-Hamming distance ignores all the dimensions in Ω−π. Hamming distance
is a specific case of π-Hamming distance when π = Ω. Based on the basic distance
measures of categorical vectors, a binary decision on the matches of two categorical
feature vectors f1 and f2 can be made. We say f1 and f2 are απ-match, denoted
as f1 =απ f2, if Hπ(f1, f2) ≤ α.
Besides specifying the subspace, users may also specify some possible states on
some chosen dimensions. This can be done by giving a σ clause. A σ selection
clause consists of a number of specified features σ = {i1, . . . , im} ⊆ Ω. For each
feature j ∈ σ, a number of matched states σj = {sj1, . . . , sjp} are specified (typically
p = 1). Given a selection clause σ, a feature vector f is a σ-match, denoted as
f → σ, if ∀i ∈ σ, f i ∈ σi.
Categorical time series are extracted from semantic features. Therefore, it is
quite convenient for the users to describe a σ clause by specifying some constraints
on the categorical feature vectors. The Hamming distance, subspace π and σ clause
form three basic elements of queries on categorical time series.
4.3 Sketch Queries
4.3.1 Definition
A very common query on high dimensional time series is the sketch query, in which
users describe a number of snapshots (by specifying some π and σ clauses) and the
system returns those matching subsequences which fit the user-specified snapshots
well. For example, in animation design, users may describe their queries by giving
some sketches of the starting pose, the ending pose and some intermediate poses
of an action. These sketches can be some σ clauses or some examples of snapshots,
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which are typically not adjacent to each other.
Formally, a sketch ϕ = {σ, f, απ} describes the snapshots users want to retrieve.
It consists of a σ clause, an example of categorical vector f and a απ-match filtering
threshold on f . A feature vector f ′ is a ϕ-match, denoted as f ′ → ϕ, if f ′ → σ
and f ′ =απ f . The distance of f
′ to a sketch ϕ is defined as:




′, f) if f ′ → ϕ;
+∞ Otherwise.
It is obvious that D(f ′, ϕ) ≤ α if f ′ is a ϕ-match. Note that σ, α, f and π are
optional in a sketch ϕ. When α is not present, it is assumed that no απ filtering
is conducted on ϕ-match, i.e., α = +∞; If f and π are not present, the sketch ϕ
is simply a σ clause, i.e., f ′ → ϕ ⇔ f ′ → σ. In this case, D(f ′, ϕ) = 0 if f ′ → ϕ.
When σ is not present, the sketch ϕ is simply a απ filtering. The ϕ-distance is a
π-Hamming distance of f ′ to f if f ′ =απ f .
Definition 4.2 (γ-distance). Given a time series s andm sketches γ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕm},
the γ-distance of time series s is defined as, Dˆ(s, γ) = min(Σmi=1D(s[ti], ϕi)), where
0 < ti+1 − ti ≤ ∆, and ∆ is the constraint on the temporal gaps between two
consecutive qualified snapshots.
In this definition, s[ti] (i = 1, . . . , m) are snapshots of feature vectors within
s. They are called qualified snapshots if the constraints 0 < ti+1 − ti ≤ ∆ (for
i = 1, . . . , m − 1) are satisfied. The γ-distance of s is the minimum of the sum of
ϕ-distances of m qualified snapshots among all combinations of qualified snapshots
within s. Based on the γ-distance, we define the kNN sketch query on categorical
time series as follows:
Definition 4.3 (kNN sketch query). Given a categorical time series dataset D,
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a sketch query γ and a small integer k, the kNN sketch query retrieves a set P
consisting of k time series s ∈ D such that for any time series s1 ∈ P and any
time series s2 ∈ D −P, Dˆ(s1, γ) ≤ Dˆ(s2, γ).
4.3.2 ϕ-match Query Processing
The basis of a sketch query is the single sketch match, i.e., ϕ-match. A simple
ϕ-match query retrieves all feature vectors which are ϕ-match in the time series
database. The sketch ϕ is used to describe the feature vectors of interest to the
users. The ϕ-match query can be simply processed by performing σ-match and
π-Hamming distance computation on each feature vector within the database. A
na¨ıve way to achieve this is to linearly scan all feature vectors. However, it is
obviously expensive since there are typically millions of categorical vectors in the
database.
There are two ways of organizing categorical feature vectors in the time series
database. One way is to ignore the orders of the feature vectors within sequences so
that the same vectors in various positions of various time series can be summarized
as one vector. A pointer list recording the positions of a feature vector is required
so that the positions of the feature vectors can be traced back to the time series.
Another way to organize the vectors is to store them based on the orders of vectors
and sequences containing the vectors, so that fast consecutive retrieval of feature
vectors for a time series can be done. The benefit of the former approach is that it
saves both the memory and retrieval cost as the duplications of the feature vectors
are removed within the whole database. However, since the vectors in this approach
are stored in a random order, the retrieval of clips of time series is not convenient.
Since queries on time series require consecutive scan on the feature vectors within
time series, we choose the latter strategy in our solution.
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There are many similar feature vectors, which may only differ by a few bits to
each other, especially for those neighboring feature vectors. A good way to improve
the efficiency of ϕ-match processing is to develop some lower bounding techniques
on high dimensional categorical vectors, so that a tight lower bound of ϕ-distance
of similar consecutive vectors can be efficiently calculated. We propose to use a
convex to bound a number of similar categorical vectors. The convex provides a
lower bound of ϕ-distances of all vectors within it. Therefore, efficient pruning can
be achieved by using the convex.
A d-dimensional categorical feature vector f is actually a word f¯ of d′ bits in
memory, where d′ ≥ d as one feature may consume more than one bit. Figure 4.1
shows an example of the storage structure of a feature vector, where one feature f i










































Figure 4.1: Binary structure of a feature vector.
Given a number of feature vectors f1, . . . , fn, the convex of f1, . . . , fn includes
two d′-dimensional binary vectors, c = (c⊤, c⊥). c⊤ is defined as c⊤ =
∧
i,j f¯i ⊕ f¯j,
which appears one at positions where f¯1, . . . , f¯n share common binary values. c⊥ is
defined as c⊥ = f¯1, which is the first feature vector recording the common binary
values shared by f¯1, . . . , f¯n in the common positions represented by c⊤. Based on
the convex, the lower bound of π-Hamming distance of another feature vector f
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f j, which is a function
checking the number of non-zero values of d features within the subspace π. It is
guaranteed that LB(f, c) ≤ Hπ(f, fi), i = 1, . . . , n.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of a convex obtained from three consecutive feature
vectors f1, f2 and f3. Here, π is the subspace over dimensions of d1, d2, d3, d5 and
d7. The lower bound LB(f, c) is calculated based on the number of dimensions (in
π) having ones (in red of the last word). In this example, it is 3.






































































Figure 4.2: An example of a convex.
A convex c is a σ-match if cj⊤ ∨ (c
j
⊥ ∈ σ
j) is true, ∀j ∈ σ. That means those
common binary values in convex c must satisfy the σ clause. It is guaranteed that
all feature vectors are not σ-matches if their convex c is not a σ-match. However, a
feature vector may not be a σ-match even though its convex is a σ-match. There-
fore, the σ-match of a convex actually provides a lower bound on the σ-matches of
the vectors it contains.
Those bits with zeros in c⊤ are called flexible bits as the convex allows variance
in these bits. However, the effectiveness of convex will be affected by the number
of flexible bits in c⊤, denoted as ρ. Of course, the smaller the number of flexible
bits, the tighter the convex, and the more accurate the convex is in lower bounding
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ϕ-distances. However, ρ should not be too small because small ρ limits the number
of the feature vectors that could be bounded by a convex.
We build the convexes by dividing categorical time series into a number of
segments. Each segment contains a number of consecutive feature vectors, which
are packaged into a convex. As shown in Algorithm 1, the convexes are built
incrementally. The first feature vector is chosen as the c⊥ of a convex. The convex
expands until the number of flexible bits surpasses the threshold ρ. A number of
convexes will be learned from a sequence by iteratively implementing the above
procedure.
Algorithm 1 Convex building
1. Input: s, a categorical time series instance, s[1 : T ]
2. Input: ρ, the maximial number of flexible bits
3. Output: C, the convexes of features vectors in s
4. i = 1
5. while i ≤ T do
6. c⊥ = s[i] //the first vector within a convex
7. c⊤ =
−→
1 //a vector of ones in all dimensions
8. i++
9. while i ≤ T do
10. c⊤ = c⊤
∧
c⊥ ⊕ s[i] //enclose one vector
11. if NumberOfZeros(c⊤) ≤ ρ then
12. aconvex.c⊤ = c⊤
13. else
14. aconvex.c⊥ = c⊥
15. C.add(aconvex) //generate a convex
16. break
17. i++
4.3.3 Sketch Query Processing
In content-based retrieval of complex spatio-temporal patterns, a single snapshot
is not enough to describe a pattern perfectly. Therefore, a number of sketches are
used in a γ sketch query, to retrieve subsequences consisting of ϕ-match snapshots
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to the sketches in γ. A sketch query γ can be processed by executing multiple
ϕ-match processing and joining the results of multiple ϕ-matches based on the
temporal gap constraints (specified in Definition 4.2). kNN queries can be further
conducted based on the γ-distances of matching subsequences generated from the
spatial join.
We note that a multi-way join requires linear scan of the feature vectors (or
convexes) multiple times. However, due to the spatial constraints over consecutive
ϕ-match snapshots, the number of potential matching subsequences to γ may be
quite small after the first ϕ-match or the first few joins of ϕ-matches. Therefore,
subsequent ϕ-matches and spatial joins may not be necessary since the potential
matching subsequences are already reduced to a very small number. It will be more
efficient if the multi-way spatial join can be processed incrementally, so that some
unnecessary linear scans and ϕ-match joins can be pruned.
Figure 4.3 shows the incremental approach of sketch query processing. Given
a sketch query γ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕ5}, ϕ1 is first processed by a linear scan of convexes
and vectors in the database. A number of snapshots which are ϕ1-match are re-
trieved after the linear scan. Next, for ϕ2 clause, we may not need to retrieve all
ϕ2-match snapshots by linear scan over all the convexes and vectors if the number
of retrieved ϕ1-match snapshots is limited. The potential matching subsequences
can be detected by checking the successive qualified snapshots of those ϕ1-matches.
Therefore, for each matching snapshot f1 → ϕ1 (f1 ∈ s), we try to detect succes-
sive qualified snapshots in s by only considering the temporal region from f1.t to
f1.t + ∆. By doing this sketch by sketch, the matching subsequence is found cu-
mulatively. The number of potential matching subsequences drops significantly in
the incremental process. As a result, most regions are not required to be scanned
during the subsequent ϕ-match processing. Those matching snapshots within the
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untouched regions are actually pruned from the computation. The incremental
sketch query processing preforms γ distance computation and ϕ-match on the fly,
providing an effective pruning approach for the ϕ-match processing.
* * **



















































Figure 4.4: Computing γ-distance.
Along with the incremental sketch query processing, the γ-distance of a time
series is also calculated incrementally. The best fitting combination of matching
snapshots can be detected by attaching a cumulative distance to each detected
ϕ-match. The cumulative distance of a matching snapshot can be accumulated
from the cumulative distance of its predecessor, i.e., cd(fi) = cd(fi.predecessor) +
d(fi, ϕj). The predecessor fk of a ϕ-match snapshot fi satisfies following conditions:
1), fi → ϕj, fk → ϕj−1. 2), fk.t < fi.t and fi.t ≤ fk.t + ∆. fk is said a potential
predecessor of fi if it satisfies conditions 1 and 2. 3), fk has the lowest cumulative
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distance among all potential predecessors of fi. For the example shown in Figure
4.4, all ϕ distances of matching snapshots are given in the brackets. The γ-distance
of subsequence from f1 to f6 is 7.
4.4 Clip Queries
4.4.1 Distances Between Categorical Time Series
The distance between time series is calculated from the aggregation of pair-wise
differences of data items within two time series, regardless of the factual distance
used. For categorical time series, the pair-wise distance is actually the π-Hamming
distance of two categorical vectors. However, the neighboring categorical vectors
within one time series are typically identical or quite similar to each other as they
are extracted from consecutive frames of spatio-temporal data, especially when the
spatio-temporal data is in high sampling rate or low changing rate. The naive
way of pair-wise distance aggregation on those near-duplicative vectors may accrue
some disadvantages:
• The distance of time series will be mainly determined by those sub-regions
where intensive duplications exist, while these regions do not provide too
much semantics information since the changing rate of time series is slow
over these sub-regions.
• The large number of the resultant distance aggregation (pair-wise) is not
efficient.
• The duplicated aggregation of π-Hamming distance caused by duplications
of feature vectors does not make too much sense when local time scaling is
present as in many cases of complex spatio-temporal data.
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Many studies in content-based retrieval of videos avoid the near-duplication
problem by segmenting video sequences and extracting key frames from the video
sequences. The similar idea can be applied to high dimensional categorical time
series by applying the convex technique. Following the Algorithm 1, a categorical
time series can be partitioned into a number of segments/blocks. The similar-
ities of vectors within one block are controlled by the threshold of flexible bits
ρ. Upon measuring distances of categorical time series, instead of using pair-wise
distance aggregation, we propose to use block-wise distance aggregation. Given
two convexes c1 and c2, the block-wise distance between c1 and c2 is defined as
d(c1, c2) = Dπ((c1.c⊥⊕ c2.c⊥)∧ c1.c⊤ ∧ c2.c⊤). The block-wise distance of two time
series is then defined as the aggregation of block-wise distances of convexes within
the two time series.
4.4.2 Clip Queries
We next look at a clip query which retrieves the similar categorical time series
instances (or subsequences of time series) of a given query instance of time series.
Depending on the matching sequences, clip queries can be classified into full clip
queries and subsequence clip queries. In full clip queries, the query clip is compared
to the whole time series in the database while in subsequence clip queries, the query
clip may be matched to any subsequence of the time series within database. It is
obvious that subsequence clip queries are more complex than full clip queries. Full
clip queries have been well studied. Subsequence clip queries on the other hand
are more useful since users may only provide a query example of a short clip, and
the matching clips are most likely to be subsequences within the long time series
instances. Consequently, we are more interested in subsequence clip queries. Given
a query clip q and a time series s, we define the τ -distance between q and s as:
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Definition 4.4 (τ-distance). Dˆτ (s, q) = minD(s
′, q), where s′ is any subsequence
of s, and D(s′, q) is a full clip block-wise distance between s′ and q.
Note that distance function D(·, ·) can be any distance measure of time series.
However, we propose to use DTW distance as it handles temporal shifting and
scaling between two time series. Moreover, it is widely used as a distance measure
of time series. Based on τ -distance, the kNN clip query is defined as:
Definition 4.5 (kNN clip query). Given a categorical time series dataset D, a
clip query q and a small integer k, the kNN clip query retrieves a set P consisting
of k time series s ∈ D such that for any time series s1 ∈ P and any time series
s2 ∈ D − P, Dˆτ (s1, q) ≤ Dˆτ (s2, q).
4.4.3 Clip Query Processing
Note that a time series instance s within D may be much longer than the query
clip q. The number of subsequences of s will be extremely large as subsequences
of various lengths must be allowed in order to handle temporal shifting and scaling
between the matching subsequences and q. Due to the properties of high dimen-
sionality and categorization, indexing techniques on DTW distance [57, 132] cannot
be applied to high dimensional categorical time series. It will be very expensive if
all subsequences are extracted from s, and linearly compared to q based on the full
clip block-wise distances.
A better solution for matching subsequences is to use the dynamic programming
approach for linear scan [36, 104]. For the query q with m blocks (convexes) and
time series s with n blocks, a matrix of n ×m is used to calculate the τ -distance
between s and q. The τ -distance Dˆτ (s, q) is determined by the best matching
subsequence in s. It is calculated column by column in the distance matrix. Within
each column, we accumulate distances from bottom to up, based on the block-wise
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distances of two convexes. According to DTW distance, the cumulative distance
at position [i, j] is aggregated as M [i, j] = min(M [i, j − 1],M [i− 1, j],M [i− 1, j −
1])+d(s.ci, q.cj), withM [i, 1] = d(s.ci, q.c1). Therefore, M [i1, j] is calculated before
M [i2, j] if i1 < i2 and M [i, j1] is calculated before M [i, j2] if j1 < j2.
Note that the dominant computational component of τ -distance is from the
numerous block-wise distance computation and the accumulating of distances in the
distance matrix. To improve the efficiency of τ -distance computation, we propose
an early abandoning technique to avoid some distance computation within the
distance matrix. Given a pruning threshold δ (achieved in the early stage of kNN





1 if i = 0;
maxj<hi−1, M [i,j]≤δ j + 1 Else if M [i, hi−1] > δ;
maxj<m, M [i,j]≤δ j + 1 Else if M [i,m] ≤ δ;
minj>hi−1,M [i,j]>δ j Otherwise.
For each column i, the distances are first accumulated fromM [i, 1] toM [i, hi−1].
If M [i, hi−1] > δ, the distances within column i will not be accumulated further.
Otherwise, the accumulation continues until M [i, j] > δ. The correctness of early
abandoning by the bound can be proven by induction. Assume that all cumulative
distances M [i− 1, j] > δ, where j ≥ hi−1. Given a cumulative distance M [i, l] > δ,
where l ≥ hi−1, M [i, l + 1] must be larger than δ as M [i − 1, l] and M [i− 1, l + 1]
are also larger than δ. Incrementally, M [i,m] can be proven to be larger than
δ. Therefore, all cells after row l in the column i can be pruned out for distance
aggregation. As shown in Figure 4.5, the bound helps to prune the real block-wise
distance computation in the regions where there are no matching subsequences as
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the distances will quickly surpass δ in these regions.
























































Figure 4.5: Illustration of early abandoning in subsequence clip queries.
For the given example shown in Figure 4.5, suppose the pruning threshold of
τ -distance is δ = 7. The cells where the bounds of columns locate are colored with
blue. In the the current column of time t, three block-wise distances (4, 5, 6) are
calculated. The distance stops from aggregation at the third row since the row
position reaches ht−1 = 3 and M [t, 3] = 12 > δ. The bound of current column is
updated as ht = 2 where a cumulative distance of M [t, 2] = 8 exists.
4.5 Experimental Study
4.5.1 Datasets
We generate the high dimensional categorical time series from the real-life dataset
of CMU motion capture database [1]. Two thousands of human motion sequences
of more than 100 subjects are used in our experiments, with the length of sequences
varied from 2 to 22,948. The original motion sequences are 3-dimensional trajec-
tories of 31 joints of human bodies. Therefore, the size of original dataset is 2.3G.
Based on the geometric features proposed in [89], 46 geometric relation features
are extracted in our experiments. Among them, there are 19 pair-wise distance
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features (e.g., hand to hand distance), 11 angle features (e.g., the angle between
femur and tibia) and 15 plane features (e.g., whether left hand is before the body).
A binary vector of 56 dimensions is generated from one snapshot of 46 dimensional
geometric relation features by categorizing these features. In our experiments, each
feature is categorized into at most three discrete states. As a result, a categorical
time series dataset of 2.4M is obtained. Therefore, the compression ratio of cate-
gorical time series to the original motion sequences is around 1 : 1000. Due to its
small size, once the whole transformed vector database is read into the memory,
it could be kept in memory without further rereferencing. On the other hand, the
original database has to be read in and the pages are paged out if there are no
buffer pages available. Depending on the buffering strategy, pages may have to be
read in for each scan. Our experimental platform is a PC of Pentium4 3.0G CPU
with 1G RAM.
4.5.2 ϕ-match Query Processing
To show the effectiveness of categorizing high dimensional time series, we retrieve
some pairs of matching categorical snapshots by using π-Hamming distance. Fig-
ure 4.6 shows 3 examples of matching snapshot pairs which have zero π-Hamming
distance. We can see that these pairs of snapshots are quite similar. Some of the
matching pairs have certain variation on detailed poses. However, the categori-
cal vectors ignore small magnitude of variations, keeping those snapshots exactly
matched.
One of the advantages of extracting discrete features from complex spatio-
temporal data is to achieve efficiency on matching spatio-temporal data. We com-
pare the efficiency of ϕ-match (0π-match) on categorical vectors, with range queries
(small ε such that similar selectivity is achieved to ϕ-match) on original motion
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Figure 4.6: Pairs of matching snapshots.
sequences (both disk-based and in-memory). The average computational time is
shown in Table 4.1. As expected, the results clearly show that ϕ-match on categor-
ical vectors are much faster than range queries on original motion sequences, due
to the efficient binary operations and small size of categorical vectors. Moveover,
many results of the range queries on original motion sequences are far from logical
similarities due to the different variations in human motion. While, the results of
ϕ-match are quite matched.




t(sec.) 230.1 2.66 0.116
Table 4.1: Efficiency on snapshot matching.
in ϕ-match query, and compare the efficiency of ϕ-match queries on categorical
vectors with and without convexes in Figure 4.7. The number of flexible bits on
building convexes is capped at ρ = 8. The results show that ϕ-match of high
dimensional categorical vectors with convexes is more efficient than that without
convexes when the matching threshold α is small. The performance of ϕ-match
with convexes drops when α is enlarged, as the convex is not effective enough for
pruning large distances. However, in practice, the matching threshold in απ-match
is very small (e.g., less than 6). The efficiency of ϕ-match with convex supports






















Figure 4.7: Efficiency of ϕ-match queries.
To further study the performance of convexes, we adjust flexible bit threshold
ρ. In practice, ρ should be limited to a small number compared to d′ (dimensions
of binary vectors) so that the derived convex can be effectively used in pruning ϕ-
distances. However large number of convexes will be generated if ρ is set too small
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as it limits the number of feature vectors contained by a convex. Consequently,
the performance of convex scan will be dropped. The results in Figure 4.8 shows
the impact of ρ on the efficiency of ϕ-match query processing. In our experiments,
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Figure 4.8: Impact of ρ on the efficiency of ϕ-match query processing with convexes.
4.5.3 Sketch Query Processing
We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the sketch query using sketches from
one time series of a swing action in golf(time series 64 011). As shown in Figure
4.9, 5 key snapshots are extracted from one query example. Assuming a user is
interested in all the swing actions of golfing in the database, he may pose a sketch
query consisting of these key snapshots (which may already exist or be obtained
from ϕ-match queries). We use the 8π-match filtering on each sketch in the γ
query. The results of 10 nearest neighbors of the γ sketch query are shown in Table
4.2. The first 9 nearest neighbors of a γ sketch query contain all swing actions of
golf (time series 64 02-64 10, 64 01 is excluded as it forms the sketch query) in the
database. Moreover, the γ distances of these matching actions are no more than 7,
1Videos of all time series used in our experiments are available at http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu
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which are much more less than those of the other actions (more than 25). Therefore,
the sketch query in our example effectively distinguishes matching sequences from
unmatched sequences. Note that some sketch queries may not be good enough
to distinguish sequences, however, they can be modified by refining the matching
threshold α, specifying π and σ, or providing more sketches.
Figure 4.9: Snapshot examples of a γ sketch query (a swing in golf).
Rank Results Distances
1 64 03 1
2 64 09 2
3 64 02 4
4 64 08 4
5 64 05 5
6 64 07 6
7 64 04 7
8 64 06 7
9 64 10 7
10 14 20 26
Table 4.2: Results of a kNN sketch query.
We compare the efficiency of sketch query processing of naive spatial join with
that of incremental spatial join. The απ-match threshold α in the γ sketch query
is adjusted from 0 to 10. From the results shown in Figure 4.10, we can see
that two sketch query processing approaches are quite efficient (no more than 0.6
seconds). Comparatively, the incremental spatial join is more efficient than the
naive spatial join, especially when α is small. The smaller α filters more snapshots
in ϕ-match. As a result, many regions of the incremental spatial join are pruned in
the last several linear scans of ϕ-match. This is why the computational cost of the
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incremental spatial join is around 1/5 of that of the naive spatial join, as only one
pass of linear scan is required for most of unmatched sequences. The pruning effect
of the incremental spatial join will be more prominent if the number of sketches in



















Snapshot matching threshold α
Naive spatial join
Increamental spatial join
Figure 4.10: Efficiency of sketch queries.
4.5.4 Clip Query Processing
We now compare the accuracy and efficiency of pair-wise distance and block-wise
distance on categorical time series over a number of clip queries. The accuracy of
one nearest neighbor classification has been widely used as an important measure of
effectiveness of time series distance measures in many studies [32, 36, 59]. Therefore,
we use it as the benchmark for accuracy comparison. 72 time series of moderate
lengths (with 300 ∼ 600 snapshots) are randomly chosen as query instances. We do
not use too many query examples as the class labels of the time series are not given
explicitly, and many actions within long time series need to be checked manually.
The average results of one nearest neighbor queries are shown in table 4.3. We can
see that block-wise distance is much more efficient than the pair-wise distance due
to the summarization of categorical vectors. The accuracy of block-wise distance
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however can also be better than pair-wise distance when the flexible bit threshold
ρ is small. For example, compared to pair-wise distance, an efficiency of 136 times
faster is achieved by block-wise distance when ρ = 4, while the accuracy is still
better than that of pair-wise distance. We should note that some error rates are
generated because there are actually no matching sequences of the query clips.







Table 4.3: Comparison of accuracy and efficiency on one nearest neighbor clip
queries.
To improve the efficiency subsequence matching, we apply the proposed early
abandoning technique on τ -distance computation, and test the efficiency of clip
queries in Figure 4.11. The query clip is an action of kicking ball in soccer. We
perform several kNN queries by adjusting the parameter k. Figure 4.11 shows
that the less the k, the more efficiency can be achieved by the early abandoning
technique because more pruning power is achieved when the pruning threshold ε
is smaller. We also conduct a 4NN query of this query instance on the original
motion sequences, which consumes more than 20,000 seconds. Comparatively, the
categorical time series achieves more than 10,000 times faster. Moreover, the results
of 4NN query on original sequences are far from accuracy due to spatial variations.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have addressed the problem of query processing on high dimen-






















Figure 4.11: Example of the effectiveness of early abandoning in clip query.
to address the issue. We show that the transformation of complex spatio-temporal
data to high dimensional categorical time series reduces the size of the database
significantly. Effective distance measures on categorical time series are developed
to perform content-based retrieval of complex spatio-temporal data efficiently and
effectively.
We define the basic distance measures of high dimensional categorical time
series, γ-distances and τ -distances, and subsequently propose the sketch queries and
clip queries of the categorical time series. We also propose efficient query processing
techniques on these queries. Experiments on the proposed distance measures and
queries were conducted on a real-life spatio-temporal dataset, the CMU motion
capture database [1]. The results demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of
our proposed distance measures and queries. The proposed techniques significantly
improve the efficiency of kNN queries on original motion sequences up to 10,000
times while guaranteeing the accuracy of the search. In conclusion, query processing
based on categorical time series provides an efficient and effective means for content-
based retrieval of complex spatio-temporal sequences.
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CHAPTER 5
Subsequence Join of Human Motion
Sequences
Subsequence join is to find pairs of matching subsequences of significant lengths
from two long motion sequences so that a novel motion sequence can be synthesized
by connecting two original motion sequences in the matching region. As stated in
Chapter 2, the subsequence join problem is more complex than the subsequence
matching problem. In this Chapter, we address the problem of efficient subsequence
join of human motion sequences.
5.1 Introduction
Time series can be widely applied in representing trajectories, shapes, human mo-
tion, etc. Given two time series, we may want to find matching subsequences within
the two series. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a pair of matching subsequences
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within two 2D trajectories. The matching subsequences must be similar enough
under some distance measures. They should also be long enough to exclude the
trivial matching subsequences. In our definition, the subsequence join of two time
series serves to find those non-trivial matching subsequences within them.
Figure 5.1: An example of time series join
Such a definition of subsequence join of time series is quite useful in applications
such as motion synthesis [15, 54, 55] where users may want to find a smooth and
nature translation from one motion sequence to another without knowing where
to connect them. A fictional motion sequence can be created by connecting two
sequences within the regions where matching subsequences exist. The cost of such
a synthesis will be low as two matching subsequences are quite similar to each
other. Figure 5.2 shows an example of synthesizing a novel trajectory from the two
trajectories in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.2: Synthesis of time series using time series subsequence join
In motion synthesis applications, given a querying motion sequence, users want
to retrieve some natural subsequent movements (connected at some local regions of
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the querying sequence) from a database of motion sequences by using subsequence
join. Those subsequent movements can then be used to synthesize new motions
extended to the querying motion sequence. Such motion reuse requires efficient
processing of time series subsequence join to fully exploit a large motion database.
This chapter seeks to address the subsequence join problem. Specifically, we focus
on subsequence join of human motion data. However, the proposed techniques can
also be applicable to other time series such as trajectories.
There have been some recent works on subsequence matching [17, 36, 53, 104].
However, they are different from the subsequence join problem because subsequence
matching actually matches given querying subsequences to long time series, i.e., one
subsequence of matching subsequence pairs has been given. There are also studies
that focus on motif discovery within time series [39, 93]. They are different from the
subsequence join problem in three ways. First, they actually try to discover frequent
similar subsequences within one time series. Second, all matching subsequences of
a motif are of the same length. Third, motifs of different lengths are discovered by
checking them with different lengths one by one.
There are some studies [18, 37, 114] on trajectory join, which tries to find pairs
of trajectories from two trajectory datasets such that each pair of two trajectories
have matching subsequences in some way. However, in these studies, there is no
temporal shifting between two matching subsequences, i.e., a subsequence of time
[ts : te] can only match with another subsequence having the same time slot [ts : te].
There is one work [19] which allows matching subsequences to be anywhere in
trajectories. However, two subsequences are matched only if they are of the same
length, and every element in one subsequence must be matched to the element at the
same relative position of the other subsequence. We call this form of subsequence
matching between two time series, equal-size subsequence join. An example is
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shown in Figure 5.3(a).
s1
s2
(a) Equal-size subsequence join
s1
s2
(b) warping subsequence join
Figure 5.3: Two ways of subsequence join of time series. Matching subsequences
are bold in time series s1 and s2.
However, it is quite common for similar motion sequences to have different time
scalings [61] due to difference in the moving velocity of human bodies. Such scaling
variance can be easily handled by motion synthesis techniques [15, 54]. However,
the subsequence join algorithms must support time warping [23] between match-
ing subsequences before the scaled matching subsequences can be fully exploited
through subsequence join. We call such kind of time series join, warping subse-
quence join. Figure 5.3(b) shows an example of warping subsequence join which
finds longer matching subsequences (of different temporal scalings) than equal-size
subsequence join.
In this chapter, we focus on the warping subsequence join problem, in which we
want to identify the arbitrary lengths of matching subsequences whose data items
are continuously matched with time warping supports. This problem is much more
difficult than the equal-size subsequence join for two reasons. First, the positions
and lengths of matching subsequences are arbitrary within two time series. Second,
the matches of data items within two matching subsequences can be warped. To
the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to address the warping subsequence
join problem. In our work, we define the warping time series subsequence join as an
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l-ε-join problem, and propose an efficient Warping Time Series subsequence Join
(WTSJ) algorithm. The proposed subsequence join algorithm is applied in our
PIPA system [8]. Our contributions in this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• We formally define the problem of l-ε-join over two time series as the problem
of maximal l-connection detection from the ε-matching matrix of two time
series.
• We propose a two-step filter-and-refine WTSJ algorithm, to efficiently identify
possible sub-matrices containing l-connections and detect closed l-connections
from the ε-matching matrix.
• We propose summarizing a time series as a number of blocks, with each block
represented as a sphere of radius δ. ε-matching matrix can be efficiently
computed through the pruning effects of block-wise distances.
• Extensive experimental study using motion capture data was conducted. The
results indicate the efficiency of our proposed algorithms on l-ε-join of time
series.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 provides the problem
definition of warping time series subsequence join. We propose the WTSJ algorithm
for efficient maximal l-connection detection in Section 5.3, and introduce the time
series summarization algorithm for efficient ε-matching matrix computation in Sec-
tion 5.4. The experimental studies are shown in Section 5.5. A summary of this
work is given in Section 5.6.
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5.2 Warping Time Series Subsequence Join
To facilitate the understanding of concepts and algorithms introduced in this chap-
ter, we first list some frequently used notations in Table 5.1:
Table 5.1: Notations
u = (i, j) a node in the ε-matching matrix
u.i, u.j the coordinate of a node
o = u1 ⊲ u2 a connection from node u1 to node u2
u1 ≺ u2 node u1 dominates u2
o1 ≺ o2 connection o1 dominates o2
u.sky the list of skyline nodes of a node u
5.2.1 Nodes and connections
Basically, a time series consists of a sequence of elements (data items). We denote
the ith element of a time series s as s[i]. A subsequence of a time series s consists
of a subset of contiguous elements in the time series s, and it is denoted as s[b : e],
whose starting and ending entries are s[b] and s[e] respectively. Therefore, the
length of a subsequence s[b : e] is measured as len(s[b : e]) = e− b+ 1.
Given two elements (entries) s1[i] and s2[j], they are ε-matching if d(s1[i], s2[j]) ≤
ε. Given two time series s1 and s2 of length m and n respectively, we can build a
ε-matching matrix Mm×n describing the matches of elements between s1 and s2.
The entry (i, j) of M is a node if s1[i] and s2[j] are ε-matching. We mark M [i, j]
with 1 if (i, j) is a node. Otherwise, it is 0. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the
ε-matching matrix of two time series s1 and s2 in Figure 2.4(a).
A node u = (i, j) can be a direct predecessor of any of the three nodes (i+1, j),
(i, j + 1) and (i+ 1, j + 1) (note that (i, j) is a node only if M [i, j] = 1). If a node
u1 is a predecessor of u2, we say that there is a connection between u1 and u2,
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Figure 5.4: The ε-matching matrix of a 5-0.15-join of two time series
u1. The connections among nodes have the transitive property, i.e., if u1 ⊲ u2 and
u2 ⊲ u3, then u1 ⊲ u3. For example, in Figure 5.4, (4, 4) ⊲ (4, 5), (3, 6) ⊲ (4, 8).
A node is an open node if it has no predecessor, and a closed node if it has
no successor. If a node has both successor(s) and predecessor(s), it is called an
intermittent node. Examples of an open node, an intermittent node and a closed
node in Figure 5.4 are (2, 2), (4, 5) and (6, 7) respectively.
Given a connection u1 ⊲u2 where u1 = (i1, j1) and u2 = (i2, j2), there must be at
least one connecting chain from u1 to u2 linked by a number of intermittent nodes
(i1, j1), (ix1, jx1), . . . , (ixt, jxt), (i2, j2). Each node in a connecting chain must be a
direct predecessor of the next node in the chain. If there is no such connecting
chain from a node u1 to another node u2, then u1 cannot be a predecessor of u2
according to the transitive property of connections. For the example in Figure 5.4,
we show one connecting chain from (2, 2) to (6, 7).
The connection o = u1⊲u2 (u1 = (i1, j1) and u2 = (i2, j2)) describes the existence
of a match between subsequences s1[i1 : i2] and s2[j1 : j2]. Similar to the warping
paths of warping distances, the connecting chains of a connection provide warping
mechanisms for the two matching subsequences so that they can be of arbitrary
lengths. For each connecting chain between node u1 and node u2, we measure the
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matching score of the connection u1⊲u2 as s(u1⊲u2) = min(i2−i1+1, j2−j1+1). The
matching score measures the minimal lengths of the two matching subsequences
determined by the connection. The larger the matching score is, the longer the
matching subsequences between the two time series are.
Note that there may be many trivial matching subsequences where the lengths of
the matching subsequences are not large. Therefore, we propose using a parameter
l to filter those trivial matching subsequences. A connection o is said to be an
l-connection if s(o) ≥ l.
5.2.2 Dominating-ships of nodes and connections
Given two nodes u1 and u2, u1 dominates u2, denoted as u1 ≺ u2, if u1.i ≤ u2.i and
u1.j ≤ u2.j.
Lemma 5.1. If u1 ⊲ u2, then u1 ≺ u2.
Proof. Let u1 = (i1, j1) and u2 = (i2, j2). According to the definition of a connec-
tion, if u1 is the direct predecessor of u2, it is obvious that i1 ≤ i2 and j1 ≤ j2.
Otherwise, there must be a connecting chain u1 = (i1, j1) ⊲ (ix1 , jx1) ⊲ · · ·⊲ (ixt , jxt) ⊲
(i2, j2) = u2. Therefore, we still have i1 ≤ ix1 ≤ · · · ≤ ixt ≤ i2 and j1 ≤ jx1 ≤ · · · ≤
jxt ≤ j2. Then we have u1 ≺ u2.
However, u1 ≺ u2 does not imply u1 ⊲ u2 because there may be no connecting
chain from u1 to u2 even when u1 ≺ u2. For example, in Figure 5.4, there is no
connection between (2, 2) and (3, 6) even when (2, 2) ≺ (3, 6).
Given a connection o = u1 ⊲ u2, if u1 is an open node and u2 is a closed node,
the connection o is called a closed connection. The connecting chains of a closed
connection (e.g., (2, 2) ⊲ (6, 7) in Figure 5.4) cannot be extended. However, the
connecting chains of a non-closed connection (e.g., (2, 2) ⊲ (5, 6) in Figure 5.4) can
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be extended at either the starting side or the ending side since either u1 or u2 is
an intermittent node. In the subsequence join problem, we care more about closed
connections because they maximize the lengths of local matching subsequences.
Given two connections o1 = (i1, j1) ⊲ (i2, j2) and o2 = (i3, j3) ⊲ (i4, j4), we say o1
dominates o2, denoted as o1 ≺ o2, if [i1 : i2] ⊇ [i3 : i4] and [j1 : j2] ⊇ [j3 : j4]. For
the example in Figure 5.4, the closed connection (2, 2) ⊲ (6, 7) dominates another
closed connection (3, 6) ⊲ (6, 7). If o1 ≺ o2, it is obvious that o1 covers longer
matching subsequences within time series s1 and s2 than o2 does. A connection is a
maximal connection if it is not dominated by any other connections. For example,
the connection (2, 2) ⊲ (6, 7) in Figure 5.4 is a maximal connection.
Lemma 5.2. A maximal connection is a closed connection.
Proof. We prove it by contradiction, i.e., a non-closed connection cannot be a max-
imal connection. Suppose a connection o1 = (i1, j1) ⊲ (i2, j2) is a non-closed con-
nection. Without loss of generality, suppose (i2, j2) has a successor (i3, j3), i.e.,
(i2, j2) ⊲ (i3, j3). According to Lemma 5.1, i3 ≥ i2 and j3 ≥ j2. Then we have
[i1 : i3] ⊇ [i1 : i2] and [j1 : j3] ⊇ [j1 : j2]. Therefore, o2 = (i1, j1) ⊲ (i3, j3) ≺ o1, and
o1 is not a maximal connection.
5.2.3 Warping time series subsequence join
We define warping subsequence join as a l-ε-join problem. A l-ε-join over two
time series is aimed at retrieving all those maximal l-connections in the ε-matching
matrix of the two given time series.
In the above definition of l-ε-join, the connections guarantee that elements
within the matching subsequences of two time series are continuously ε-matching
in a warping manner. Such a requirement of continuity over matching elements are
quite reasonable because human motion data are often smooth and sampled in fine
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granularity. They are different from the signal types of time series collected from
devices where noise is quite common.
The parameter ε controls the similarity of matching elements. It can be ad-
justed based on applied motion synthesis approaches. The parameter l helps filter
trivial matching subsequences. The number of matching subsequences between two
time series can be controlled by adjusting the two parameters during time series
subsequence join.
Figure 5.4 illustrates an example of l-ε-join where l = 5, ε = 0.15. The distances
of all pairs of elements are shown in Figure 2.4(a). We filter those unmatched pairs
of elements and show the ε-matching matrix in Figure 5.4. The only maximal
5-connection in our running example is (2, 2) ⊲ (6, 7), which describes a match of
subsequences s1[2 : 6] and s2[2 : 7].
5.3 The Warping Subsequence Join Algorithm
In this section, we introduce the Warping Time Series subsequence Join (WTSJ)
algorithm for processing the l-ε-join of two given time series s1 and s2. Before
we proceed to describe the algorithm, we shall illustrate what is involved in the
process.
To facilitate l-ε-join, the ε-matching matrix of two time series has to be con-
structed. As illustrated in Figure 5.4, all pair-wise distances of elements within
s1 and s2 are computed (in Figure 2.4(a)) and filtered by ε. Those ε-matching
elements are marked as 1 in the corresponding positions of the ε-matching matrix.
Note that after ε filtering, the ε-matching matrix will be a sparse matrix unless s1
and s2 are time series of constant values. The problem of l-ε-join is then simplified
to find the maximal l-connections within the sparse matching matrix.
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To facilitate expression, we define the aggregate score of a node u as a(u) =
maxu′⊲u s(u
′⊲u). Maximal l-connections cannot be detected simply by the dynamic
programming way (e.g., DTW [23] or the Smith-Waterman algorithm [113]) of
computing aggregate scores of nodes in the ε-matching matrix. This is because the
aggregate score of a node u cannot be computed from the aggregate scores of its
direct predecessors as there is no information about from which node the node u
achieves the aggregate score.
Even the open node u′ from which a node u gets its aggregate score a(u) =
s(u′ ⊲ u) is recorded by u, the aggregate scores still cannot be used for detecting
maximal l-connections. We use an example in Figure 5.5 to show this. The node u
(in Figure 5.5(a)) has two direct predecessors u1 and u2 who record two open nodes
u′1 and u
′
2 respectively. As a result of dynamic programming, node u records u
′ = u′1
from which it gets the aggregate score a(u) = 3 (in Figure 5.5(b)), based on the
two open nodes recorded by u1 and u2. In this way, there will be no 5-connection
after computing aggregate scores by dynamic programming because all aggregate
scores in Figure 5.5(b) are less than 5. However, there is actually a connection
u′2 ⊲ u3 whose score is 5. This is because the open node u
′
2 has been pruned when
computing a(u). Therefore, maximal l-connections cannot be detected by using
the simple dynamic programming approach.
We propose to solve the maximal l-connection detection problem using a two-
step filter-and-refine algorithm. In the filtering step, we propose to extract sub-
regions within the ε-matching matrix that possibly hold closed l-connections. In
the refinement step, we propose two algorithms – Flooding and Skywave – to de-
tect closed l-connections from candidate matching matrices extracted from the
filtering step. Detected closed l-connections are then filtered so that only maxi-










































(b) aggregate score matrix
Figure 5.5: Maximal l-connections by the simple dynamic programming approach













input time series ,
Figure 5.6: The flow chart of the WTSJ algorithm
5.3.1 The filtering step
To avoid scanning closed and maximal connections over the whole ε-matching ma-
trix, the continuity property of the connecting chains of connections is applied to
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prune some search regions where it is guaranteed that no l-connections exist.
Lemma 5.3. Given a connection u1 ⊲ u2, within the sub-matrix cornered by u1
and u2, each row and each column must have at least one node.
Proof. Given the connection u1 ⊲ u2, there must be a connecting chain between u1
and u2. Given any node uk in the connecting chain, we have u1 ⊲ uk ⊲ u2. Based
on Lemma 5.1, we have u1.i ≤ uk.i ≤ u2.i and u1.j ≤ uk.j ≤ u2.j. Therefore,
all the nodes in the connecting chain must be within the sub-matrix cornered by u1
and u2. To guarantee the continuity of the connecting chain, for each row between
u1 and u2, there must be one node in the connecting chain. Since all nodes of the
connecting chain must be in the sub-matrix, each row in the sub-matrix will then
have at least one node. Similarly, each column in the sub-matrix also has at least
one node.
Based on Lemma 5.3, there will be no connections between node u1 and u2,
if any row or any column of the sub-matrix cornered by u1 and u2 has no nodes.
This motivates us to propose a filtering algorithm to prune regions that have no
l-connections. In the filtering algorithm, two summarizing vectors R and C are
maintained to record whether there are nodes within each row (for R) and each
column (for C) of the ε-matching matrix M respectively. For example, in Figure
5.7, there are no nodes in the 4th row and the 5th column ofM . Therefore, R[4] = 0
and C[5] = 0.
We can apply the filtering algorithm (Algorithm 2) to extract candidate regions
inM that may contain l-connections, using the summarizing vectors R and C. The
filtering algorithm first detects local patterns which consist of contiguous 1s within
R and C. The lengths of these local patterns should be no less than l. Based on

































































Figure 5.7: Illustration of the filtering algorithm
checked by applying the filtering algorithm recursively. The pruning stops if the
summarizing vectors of a candidate sub-matrix do not have zero entries.
The filtering algorithm does not perform actual l-connections detection. It is
efficient as only two summarizing vectors are maintained and processed. Many
sparse regions where there are no good matches of subsequences can be efficiently
pruned, without performing any expensive l-connection detection. In the example
of Figure 5.7, the parameter l = 5. Only one local pattern is detected from R and
C respectively. Therefore, only one candidate sub-matrixM1 exists within M . The
sub-matrix M1 is further checked by the filtering algorithm. M1 can be directly
pruned as there is no local pattern in R1. Therefore, the filtering algorithm is able
to ensure that there are no 5-connections in the resultant ε-matching matrix M .
5.3.2 The refinement step
For matrices that cannot be pruned by the filtering step of the WTSJ algorithm,
actual closed l-connection detection have to be performed in the refinement step.
In this step, the algorithm finds closed l-connections which start at open nodes
and end at closed nodes within the candidate ε-matching matrices. The closed
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Algorithm 2 The filtering algorithm
Input: Mm×n, a matching matrix.
Input: l, the specified parameter in the l-ε-join algorithm.
Input: candMList, recording all candidate matrices that cannot be pruned by the
Filtering algorithm.
Output: candMList
1. compute R //the row summarizing vector of M .
2. compute C //the column summarizing vector of M .
3. if countOnes(R) = n and countOnes(C) = m then
4. candMList.add(M) //a matrix cannot be pruned
5. return
6. initialize listR and listC
7. t← 1
8. while t ≤ n− l do
9. if R[t] = 1 then
10. b← t
11. while R[t] = 1 and t ≤ n do
12. t++
13. if t− b > l then
14. listR.append((b, t − 1))
15. t++
16. t← 1
17. while t ≤ m− l do
18. if C[t] = 1 then
19. b← t
20. while C[t] = 1 and t ≤ m do
21. t++
22. if t− b > l then
23. listC.append((b, t− 1))
24. t++
25. for (bi, ei) ∈ listR do
26. for (bj , ej) ∈ listC do
27. M1 ← M [bi : ei, bj : ej ]
28. recursively apply filtering algorithm on M1
l-connections can be detected in two ways: 1) from an open node, find all closed
nodes to which it connects; 2) at a closed node, find all open nodes connecting




The Flooding algorithm (Algorithm 3) searches for all closed nodes to which an
open node connects. It first scans the open nodes within the ε-matching matrix.
Once an open node is detected, a flooding process is executed to search all closed
nodes connected with the open node. During the flooding process, each expanded
node checks whether it has direct successor(s) from its top, right and top-right
neighbors. The flooding is further extended to the successors if the expanded node
has direct successors. Otherwise, it stops at the expanded node because it is a
closed node. A closed connection then is detected when the flooding reaches a
closed node. The scores of the detected closed connections are then computed and
filtered over l to distill those l-connections.
In the Flooding algorithm, each open node initiates a flooding process. The
expanding areas of multiple floodings may overlap with each other if the initial
open nodes of these floodings are close to each other (e.g., (5, 7) and (5, 9) in Figure
5.7). As a result, those intermittent nodes and closed nodes can be expanded for
multiple times by different floodings.
To efficiently identify the expanded nodes of a flooding, we use a labelling ma-
trix E in the Flooding algorithm. Each flooding is assigned an identified label
scanRound, which automatically increases with different floodings. All nodes ex-
panded by flooding is labelled with the label of that flooding. In this way, an open
node can be detected when the Flooding scans to a node whose label in E is never
changed (i.e., E[i, j] = 0). Those unexpanded nodes are easily identified by com-
paring the corresponding labels of those nodes in E with the label of the flooding,
so that there is no repetitive expansion of nodes within one flooding.
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Algorithm 3 The Flooding algorithm
Input: Mm×n, a matching matrix.
Input: l, the specified parameter in the l-ε-join algorithm.
Output: O = {oi} all closed l-connections in M .
1. scanRound = 0;
2. Em×n //indicates the round of flooding
3. for i = 1 : m do
4. for j = 1 : n do
5. E[i][j]← scanRound
6. for i = 1 : m− l + 1 do
7. for j = 1 : n− l + 1 do
8. if M [i, j] = 1 and E[i, j] = 0 then
9. //(i, j) is an open node
10. toExpendNodes((i, j)) //initiate a queue with (i, j) as the first element.
11. scanRound++;//initiate a flooding
12. while toExpendNodes.hasElements() do
13. (x, y)← toExpendNodes.pop()
14. successors← 0
15. if expand(x, y + 1, scanRound) then
16. successors++
17. if expand(x+ 1, y, scanRound) then
18. successors++
19. if expand(x+ 1, y + 1, scanRound) then
20. successors++
21. if successors = 0 then
22. o← (i, j) ⊲ (x, y) //o is a closed connection
23. if s(o) ≥ l then
24. insert o into O //o is a closed l-connection
bool expand(x, y, scanRound)
1. if M [x, y] = 1 then
2. if E[x][y] < scanRound then
3. toExpendNodes.push((x, y))




The Skywave algorithm (Algorithm 4) detects all skyline nodes (specific open
nodes) connecting to a closed node. Like the computation of warping distances,
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the Skywave algorithm scans nodes in the ε-matching matrix row by row (bottom
up). Within each row, nodes are scanned from left to right. For each scanned node,
a sky list (denoted as u.sky) is maintained to record all skyline nodes connecting
to it. The sky list of a node can be dynamically computed from the sky lists of its
direct predecessors.
A node u1 is a skyline node of u if: 1) u1 ⊲ u; and 2) there is not any other
node u2 ⊲ u such that u2 ≺ u1. It is obvious that a skyline node is also an open
node. Otherwise, the skyline node will be dominated by an open node connecting
to it. The sky list of a node includes all skyline nodes of that node. For example,





























Figure 5.8: Illustration of the skyline nodes and sky lists
The sky list of a node u.sky is computed by combining the sky lists of its direct
predecessors. Two sky lists u1.sky and u2.sky are combined (u1.sky
⊎
u2.sky) by
unifying the skyline nodes of these two lists and removing those skyline nodes that
are dominated by some other skyline nodes in the resultant sky list. In the example
of Figure 5.8, u = (6, 8), u1 = (6, 7) and u2 = (5, 8). u1.sky = {(3, 2)}, u2.sky =
{(3, 5), (1, 6)}. u.sky = u1.sky
⊎
u2.sky = {(3, 2), (1, 6)} because (3, 2) ≺ (3, 5).
Some other open nodes (e.g., (5, 2) and (3, 8)) connecting to u are also dominated
by some skyline nodes of u. Therefore, they do not appear in u.sky.
Closed connections are detected when the algorithm scans to a closed node u.
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Each skyline node of u forms a closed connection with u. The detected closed
connections are further filtered by the parameter l based on their matching scores.
This way of maintaining sky lists guarantees that all maximal l-connections are
returned by the Skywave algorithm. This is because the pruned open nodes in the
sky lists cannot form maximal connections with any closed node.
Algorithm 4 The Skywave algorithm
Input: Mm×n, a matching matrix.
Input: l, the specified parameter in the l-ε-join algorithm.
Output: O = {oi} all closed l-connections in M .
1. for i = 1 : m do
2. for j = 1 : n do
3. if M [i, j] = 1 then
4. u← (i, j)
5. if M [i, j − 1] = 1 or M [i− 1, j] = 1 then




8. if M [i− 1, j − 1] = 1 then
9. u.sky ← (i− 1, j − 1).sky
10. else
11. u.sky ← {u}
12. if u is a closed node then
13. for u′ ∈ u.sky do
14. o← u′ ⊲ u //o is a closed connection
15. if s(o) ≥ l then
16. insert o into O //o is a closed l-connection
The complexity of the Flooding algorithm and the Skywave algorithm is highly
depended on the distribution of nodes in the ε-matching matrix. For the Flooding
algorithm, if the number of open nodes is a and the average number of nodes
connected to an open node is b, the cost of the Flooding algorithm will be O(ab).
Let the number of nodes in the matrix is c. As a result, each node has an average
of ab
c
open nodes connecting to it. The cost of combining two lists of skyline
nodes is therefore O(ab
c
). Consequently, the complexity of the Skywave algorithm
is O(ab
c
c) = O(ab). Compared to the Flooding algorithm, the Skywave algorithm
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scans the ε-matching matrix only in one pass. However, each node in the Skywave
algorithm has to maintain a sky list. The union of the sky lists is a costly operation.
A merit of the Flooding algorithm is that it is memoryless, i.e., each node does not
need to remember the open nodes connected to it because each flooding is destined
for the open node initiating that flooding. We shall compare the performance of
these two algorithms in our experimental study later.
5.3.3 Extracting maximal l-Connections
The closed l-connections detected from the refinement step are not all maximal
connections. Some of them may be dominated by some other closed l-connections.
The l-ε-join only retrieves those maximal l-connections which are not dominated by
any other connections. Extracting maximal l-connections from closed l-connections
is not costly. We simply use Algorithm 5 to extract maximal l-connection from
those closed l-connections, as a final step of the WTSJ algorithm.
Algorithm 5 The maximal l-connection checking algorithm
Input: {o1, . . . , on}, n closed l-connections. A connection o is represented as
(i1, j1) ⊲ (i2, j2).
Output: An×1, A[t] = 1 if ot is a maximal l-connection.
1. A = 1n×1
2. Ra ranks all connections based on o.i1 in decreasing order
3. Rb ranks all connections based on o.i2 in increasing order
4. Rc ranks all connections based on o.j1 in decreasing order
5. Rd ranks all connections based on o.j2 in increasing order
6. for t = 1 : n do
7. ra the smallest rank of o whose o.i1 < ot.i1 in Ra
8. rb the smallest rank of o whose o.i2 > ot.i2 in Rb
9. rc the smallest rank of o whose o.j1 < ot.j1 in Rc
10. rd the smallest rank of o whose o.j2 > ot.j2 in Rd
11. rx = min(ra, rb, rc, rd)
12. for ok ∈ Rx and ranked less than rx do
13. if ot ≺ ok and t 6= k then
14. A[k]← 0
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The WTSJ algorithm introduced so far requires all pair-wise distances of ele-
ments within two time series to be computed because any node may contribute to
a closed connection. The computation of the ε-matching matrix is very costly if all
pair-wise distances of elements are computed. Subsequently, we therefore examine
techniques to reduce the ε-matching matrix computational overhead in the next
section.
5.4 WTSJ with Sequence Summarization
In this section, we introduce a summarization technique on time series to bound the
distances of elements so that most pair-wise distance computation can be pruned.
We then generalize the problem of l-ε-join over two time series to the l-ε-join of a
given querying time series with a database of time series. Some indexing techniques
can be applied to index the summaries of time series within a database.
5.4.1 Time series summarization
A major computational cost of subsequence join lies in computing the pair-wise
distances of elements, whose complexity is O(mn) for the join of two time series
with lengths of m and n. We stand to benefit if the computation of pair-wise
distances can be substantially reduced.
We observe that for many time series sampled with fine granularity, especially
for motion capture sequences, the consecutive elements of a time series are often
quite similar. This motivates us to summarize similar consecutive elements as a
sphere with a small radius. A time series is then partitioned into a number of blocks,
with each block summarizing a bunch of sequential entries as a sphere. The distance
of an element to any element summarized by the block can be lower-bounded by the
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closest distance of the element to the sphere representing the block. Therefore, for
computing the ε-matching matrix, reduction over actual computation of pair-wise
distances of elements (entries) can then be achieved.
Figure 5.9 uses an example to show how a time series is summarized into a
number of blocks. Given a time series s, it is partitioned into a number of blocks
{sˆ[k]}. Each block is represented as sˆ[k] = (s[ck], bk, ek), where bk and ek are
starting and ending entries of the block, P [ck] is the reference element (or reference
point) of the block sˆ[k]. The partition should guarantee that: 1) bk ≤ ck ≤ ek;
2) for each element s[i] in block sˆ[k], d(s[i], s[ck]) ≤ δ, where δ is a given distance






Figure 5.9: Block-wise time series summarization
The partition of a time series starts from the starting element of the time series.
For each block sˆ[k], the reference element is first located by sequentially scanning
from the starting element bk of the block. The last element satisfying that the
distances from this element to the other scanned elements (from bk to this element)
of this block are all within δ, is treated as the reference element ck. Then, the
scan continues until it reaches the first element whose distance to the reference
element is larger than δ. The element before this terminating element is treated as
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the ending element ek of the block. In this way, all elements between elements bk
and ek are within a distance δ to the reference element ck. The block scanning is
done incrementally. The starting element of the next block is next to the ending
element of the last block. The algorithm of time series summarization is outlined
in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Time series summarization
Input: s, a time series of length m
Input: δ, the error bound of a block
Output: {sˆ[k]}, a number of blocks extracted from s, with each block sˆ[k] =
(s[ck], bk, ek)
1. k ← 1; i← 1
2. while i ≤ m do
3. b← i; i++; oneblockdone← false
4. while i ≤ m do
5. j ← b
6. while j < i and d(s[j], s[i]) ≤ δ do
7. j ++
8. if j = i then
9. i++
10. else
11. c← i− 1; j ← c+ 1
12. while j ≤ m and d(s[j], s[c]) ≤ δ do
13. j ++
14. ek ← j − 1; sˆ[k]← (s[c], b, e)
15. k ++; i← j; oneblockdone← true;
16. break
17. if i > m and !oneblockdone then
18. sˆ[k] = (s[m], b,m)
5.4.2 Subsequence join on block-wise sequences
The summarization of time series as a number of blocks brings the benefit that
the distances of the other elements or blocks to the elements within a block are
lower-bounded because a metric distance function d(·, ·) is applied to measure
the distances between elements. Given a block sˆ1[k] = (s1[ck], bk, ek) and an el-
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ement s2[i], the distance of an element s1[j] within the block sˆ1[k] is bounded as
d(s2[i], s1[ck]) − δ ≤ d(s2[i], s1[j]) ≤ d(s2[i], s1[ck]) + δ. Based on this, as long
as d(s2[i], s1[ck]) > δ + ε, we can ensure that s2[i] will not be ε-matching to any
elements within sˆ1[k]. Therefore, a number of pair-wise distance computations
between s2[i] and those elements within sˆ1[k] are pruned.
The lower bounding techniques can also be extended to distances between two
blocks. Given two blocks sˆ2[r] and sˆ1[k], the distance between an element s2[i]
in sˆ2[r] and another element s1[j] in sˆ1[k] is bounded as d(s2[cr], s1[ck]) − 2δ ≤
d(s2[i], s1[j]) ≤ d(s2[cr], s1[ck]) + 2δ. We can ensure that no elements in sˆ2[r] are
ε-matching with any elements in sˆ1[k] if d(s2[cr], s1[ck]) > ε + 2δ. Therefore, we
save lots of pair-wise distance computation between elements in sˆ2[r] and those in
sˆ1[k].
With the support of lower bounding distances between blocks, we can par-
tition two time series into blocks, and compute block-wise distances before we
conduct actual distance computation between elements of the two time series.
Given two blocks sˆ2[r] and sˆ1[k], we define the block-wise distance of these two
blocks as the lower bounding distance of elements between sˆ2[r] and sˆ1[k], i.e.,
d(sˆ2[r], sˆ1[k]) = min(d(s2[cr], s1[ck]) − 2δ, 0). Two blocks sˆ2[r] and sˆ1[k] are ε-
matching if d(sˆ2[r], sˆ1[k]) ≤ ε.
Suppose two time series s1 and s2 are partitioned into mˆ and nˆ blocks respec-
tively, we can build a block-wise ε-matching matrix Mˆ mˆ×nˆ. The entry Mˆ [i, j] is
marked as 1 if sˆ1[i] and sˆ2[j] are ε-matching. Figure 5.10 shows an example of
block-wise ε-matching matrix. Due to the summarization of time series, the size
of the block-wise ε-matching matrix Mˆ should be much smaller than that of the
pair-wise ε-matching matrix M . Therefore, Mˆ can be efficiently computed.













Figure 5.10: The block-wise ε-matching matrix
into consideration when detecting local patterns within the summarizing vectors
of the ε-matching matrix. For those candidate matching matrices extracted from
Mˆ , actual distances between elements are computed only within those ε-matching
blocks of the candidate matching matrices. They are then processed as common
l-ε-joins of time series.
5.4.3 Join over multiple time series
The above discussion of subsequence join focuses on the join of two time series only.
Two time series are connectable if some maximal l-connection can be detected from
l-ε join. Our time series subsequence join problem can also be extended to the join
of two time series sets (as the trajectory join problem defined in [19]), in which
pairs of connectable time series (with each series in a pair from one dataset) are
retrieved. For the motion synthesis purpose, we define the connectable sequence
retrieval problem as: given a querying time series q and a threshold ε, retrieve
all connectable sequences that have maximal l-connections with q from a database
D = {si}.
The baseline solution of the connectable sequence retrieval problem is to com-
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pute l-ε-join of q and si one by one. However, as time series in the database can
be partitioned into blocks, it will be beneficial if all the blocks can be indexed, so
that ε-matching blocks of the blocks extracted from the querying time series can be
efficiently identified using range queries over some spatial access methods. A com-
mon spatial index such as R-tree [52] can be applied to index the reference points
of blocks of low dimensionality. For time series of high-dimensional data such as
human motion data, high-dimensional indexing techniques such as iDistance [56]
can be applied. The querying time series q is also partitioned into a number of
blocks. For each block qˆ[k], the ε-matching block of qˆ[k] can be retrieved by issuing
a range query over the spatial index. All those blocks whose reference points within
a distance of ε+ 2δ to q[ck] are retrieved as ε-matching blocks of qˆ[k].
5.5 Experimental Study
5.5.1 Experiment settings
Our experimental platform was a PC with a Pentium 2.33G CPU and 3.25G RAM.
We used the CMU motion capture database [1] which has around two thousand
motion sequences of more than 100 subjects, with the lengths of sequences varying
from 2 to 22,948. In our experiments, we selected 1136 human motion sequences
whose lengths were from around 500 to 3000 from the CMU database as our test
cases. The original motion sequences were three-dimensional trajectories of 31
joints of human bodies. All the sequences were sampled with a frequency of 120Hz.
Based on the geometric features proposed in [89], 30 numeric geometric relation
features were extracted in our experiments. Among them, there were 10 pair-wise
distance features (e.g., hand-to-hand distance), nine angle features (e.g., the angle
between femur and tibia) and 11 plane features (e.g., whether left hand is before
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the body). In our experiments, each geometric feature was normalized into a real
value within [0, 1]. Therefore, the time series data we used were actually time series
of 30-dimensional data.
5.5.2 Setting effective parameters
We first studied the properties of the used database by plotting the distribution
of pair-wise distances of randomly chosen elements within the motion sequences
in Figure 5.11. Most of the pairwise Euclidean distances were less than 2.0. The
average pairwise distance of elements was 1.12.













Figure 5.11: Distribution of pair-wise distances of elements
To better understand the best region of parameter ε in l-ε join, we measured
the average distance of two elements with a fixed shifting step within the same
sequences. The average distances over the shifting steps were plotted in Figure
5.12. It is obvious that the less the shifting step between two elements was, the
better they were matched. We observed that two elements were generally similar
if they were within a sliding step of 20 (i.e., two snapshots with a shift of around
0.17 seconds in the same motion sequence). According to the results, the average
distance of elements with a shifting step of 20 was around 0.3. Therefore, if we
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chose an ε between 0.2 and 0.3, it would correspond to an edit distance of elements
with a shift of 0.1 to 0.17 seconds in a motion sequence, which was applicable to


















Figure 5.12: Average distances of elements with a certain shift within the same
sequences
Most of our experiments were done with the random selection of 10,000 pairs of
motion sequences. We measured the average performance of the WTSJ algorithm
over the 10,000 joins of two time series. We first studied the probability that two
time series were connectable by varying parameters ε and l. The results are shown
in Figure 5.13 and 5.14.
In Figure 5.13, parameter l is fixed as 60. The results show that setting the pa-
rameter ε as a value of [0.2, 0.3] can averagely detect 5 to 60 connectable sequences
from our motion database of 1136 sequences. If ε is too large (e.g., ε > 0.3), the
number of connectable sequences becomes quite large, and there will be lots of false
positive matching subsequences . If ε is set too small (e.g., ε < 0.2), there will be
rare connectable sequences retrieved from the database. In our experiments, we
use a default value of ε = 0.25 for those experiments where ε was not specified.
For the parameter l, a value of 40-80 is common as it specifies a matching


























































Figure 5.14: The probability of two randomly selected time series are connectable
over l
5.14, we can see that a large l (e.g., l > 100) makes connectable sequences quite
scarce. Conversely, a small l (e.g., l < 30) generates lots of connectable sequences
from many trivial matching subsequences. The probability of finding connectable
sequences from our database for l ∈ [40, 80] is 1.3%-5.1%. In our experiments, we
use a default value of l = 60 for those experiments without specifying l. Note that
parameters ε and l are tunable. For different query sequences, users can choose
different parameters for finding an appropriate number of connectable sequences



























































Figure 5.16: Pair-wise vs. block-wise ε-matching matrix computation over l
5.5.3 Computing ε-matching matrix
In this experiment, we compared the cost of pair-wise ε-matching matrix compu-
tation and that of block-wise ε-matching matrix computation. Figure 5.15 and
5.16 show the average cost of computing one ε-matching matrix and conducting
one l-ε-join under different values of parameters ε and l respectively. The results
clearly show that the block-wise approach saves lots of computational cost for com-
puting the ε-matching matrix. This is because the pair-wise approach computes all
pair-wise distances of elements to obtain the ε-matching matrix. In the block-wise









































Figure 5.17: The impact of parameter δ on block-wise ε-matching matrix compu-
tation
In the pair-wise approach, matching matrix computation accounts for the majority
of the overall cost of subsequence join. In contrast, matching matrix computation
in the block-wise approach only takes up a small part.
Figure 5.15 also shows that the cost of block-wise ε-matching matrix compu-
tation increases slightly when ε is enlarged. This is because there will be more
ε-matching blocks which cannot help to prune pair-wise distances when ε is en-
larged. The results also show that block-wise ε-matching matrix computation is
quite scalable in terms of various values of the parameters ε and l because the ma-
jor computational cost of subsequence join is always taken up by join algorithms
rather than by distance computation.
Note that the parameter δ affects the compression ratio of time series. There-
fore, it will impact the computational cost of the ε-matching matrix (shown in
Figure 5.17). When δ is enlarged, the compression ratio drops because one block
can summarize more elements. However, computational cost does not always drop
when δ is enlarged. This is because the lower bounds provided by blocks become
looser when parameter δ is enlarged. As a result, more ε-matching blocks are de-
tected. Less pruning power will be achieved by block-wise distance computation.
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In our experiments, we use δ = 0.1 where lower computational cost of ε-matching
matrix was achieved.
5.5.4 Warping time series subsequence join
In the WTSJ algorithm, the filtering step and the refinement step run in a pipeline
manner, and do not interfere with each other. Therefore, we study the performance
of the filtering step (the filtering algorithm) and that of the refinement step (the
Flooding and Skywave algorithms) respectively.
The filtering step
The filtering algorithm seeks to prune those regions within the ε-matching matrix
where it is guaranteed that no closed l-connections exist. Figure 5.18 and 5.19 show
the overall computational cost of two time series subsequence join with and without
the filtering algorithm under different values of the parameters ε and l. Note that
the cost of computing the ε-matching matrix is negligible and the dominant costs
are the filer-and-refine steps of the WTSJ algorithm, which has been shown in
Figure 5.15 and 5.16. Figure 5.18 shows that the filtering algorithm is quite effective
when ε is small (e.g., ε ≤ 0.2). It can even prune all computations of the refinement
step. The performance of the filtering algorithm drops when ε is enlarged because
there are more nodes in the ε-matching matrix. Figure 5.19 shows that the filtering
algorithm achieves better pruning power when l is large because less local patterns
will be detected in the filtering algorithm when l is enlarged. As a result, there will





















































Figure 5.19: The effectiveness of the filtering algorithm when l is varied
The refinement step: Flooding vs. Skywave
Finally, we compare the performance of the two different solutions of the refinement
step: the Flooding algorithm and the Skywave algorithm under various values of
the parameters ε and l in Figures 5.20 and 5.21 respectively. It is obvious that
the Flooding algorithm performs better than the Skywave algorithm in all our test
cases. This is because operations of skyline union in the Skywave algorithm are
quite costly when the number of nodes in sky lists is large (e.g., around 10). The
Flooding algorithm works better because it is memoryless, i.e., it does not need























































Figure 5.21: Skywave vs. Flood when l is varied
intermittent nodes are scanned multiple times.
A querying example
Considering the overall computational cost of warping subsequence join, one join
of two time series using the Flooding algorithm consumes around 52ms in average.
Given a querying motion sequence, retrieving all connectable sequences from our
motion database will consume around one minute in average using the WTSJ algo-
rithm. Note that the connectable sequences can be retrieved in an online manner.
Those connectable sequences detected early can be immediately fed to users while
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the join of motion sequences is still running.
For simplicity, we use the querying example in [35] to show the effectiveness of
retrieving connectable motion sequences with WTSJ. The querying sequence is a
swing action in golf (sequence 64 011). We retrieve the connectable sequences of this
sequence using l-ε-join with default parameter settings. All maximal l-connections
and connectable sequences are shown in Table 5.2. Motion sequences containing
a swing action in our database are all retrieved as connectable sequences of the
querying sequence. As we can see, the scaling difference of matching subsequences
can be up to 0.724. The time cost for answering this query is quite small (only
2.0 seconds) because most sequences in the database are not connectable to the
querying sequence.
Table 5.2: Results of a connectable sequence retrieval using l-ε-join
subseq. in Q subseq. in P seq. P time scale
[163:225] [196:274] 64 02 0.797
[293:447] [329:492] 64 02 0.945
[163:225] [105:191] 64 03 0.724
[293:447] [245:404] 64 03 0.969
[163:225] [121:188] 64 04 0.926
[293:447] [224:374] 64 04 1.026
[163:225] [094:172] 64 05 0.797
[293:447] [208:382] 64 05 0.886
[163:225] [102:171] 64 06 0.900
[293:447] [214:368] 64 06 1.000
[163:225] [104:170] 64 07 0.940
[293:447] [207:375] 64 07 0.917
[163:225] [083:148] 64 08 0.955
[293:447] [194:358] 64 08 0.939
[163:225] [161:233] 64 09 0.863
[293:447] [259:433] 64 09 0.886
[163:225] [202:279] 64 10 0.808
[293:370] [298:385] 64 10 0.886
[384:447] [398:462] 64 10 0.985
1Videos of all motion sequences are available at http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu
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5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have first addressed the warping time series subsequence join
problem by defining it as the l-ε-join problem of sequences, which seeks to de-
tect maximal l-connections from the ε-matching matrix of two time series. The
major computational cost for processing l-ε-join of time series arises from two as-
pects. One is the computation of the ε-matching matrix. The other is the maximal
l-connections over the ε-matching matrix. To address the first aspect, we have pro-
posed the time series summarization approach to reduce the size of the time series
and to prune much of the pair-wise distance computation. To address the sec-
ond aspect, we have proposed a warping subsequence join algorithm called WTSJ,
which includes two major steps: filtering and refinement. Our experiments show
the effectiveness of our proposed techniques for subsequence join of human motion
sequences. With our solution, retrieving connectable motion sequences from a large
human motion database can be efficiently handled.
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CHAPTER 6
A Motion Database System Using
Subsequence Matching/Join
To effectively and efficiently manage a large set of human motion sequences, we
develop a human motion database system called Kent Ridge Motion Data Base
(KRMDB, Kent Ridge is the place where the main campus of the National Uni-
versity of Singapore locates). Many proposed techniques on content-based motion
retrieval, subsequence matching, and subsequence join of human motion sequences
in this thesis are implemented in the KRMDB system.
6.1 The Architecture of The KRMDB System
The KRMDB system is designed for supporting multiple users to share and query
human motion sequences remotely through a client. The system is a read-oriented
system because motion sequences seldom change once they are inserted into the
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database. Due to the large space and I/O cost of human motion sequences, re-
ducing the need of retrieving the original numerical motion sequences from disks
is therefore the main desiderata of the system. This is achieved by efficient query
processing over in-memory summarization of human motion sequences.
The architecture of the KRMDB system is shown in Figure 6.1. The client
provides a motion player interface and a query interface for users to browse and
retrieve human motion sequences of the system, or upload new motion sequences
to the system. All the human motion sequences (including their summarization)
are maintained by the server. A component called data deliverer is responsible for









motion player query interfaces
users
client
locally or through Internet
Figure 6.1: The architecture of the KRMDB system
The server is composed of three layers: the query processing layer, distance/view
management layer, and storage management layer. The query processing layer is
responsible for communicating with clients and handling queries from the users.
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The distance/view management layer allows users to personalize the geometric fea-
tures they are interested in when matching human motion sequences. The storage
management layer is designed for extracting effective features from human mo-
tion sequences, summarizing motion sequences, and transforming original motion
sequences into different formats.
6.2 The User Interfaces of The KRMDB Client
Before introducing the detailed implementation of all the components of the KR-
MDB system, we first give an introduction of the KRMDB client interface as shown
in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: A snapshot of the client interface
This interface mainly contains four components for users to operate. There
are two motion players (viewers). The left one is for playing back a local motion
sequence which can be retrieved from the client side (there are menu items allowing
users to open local motion sequence files) or a motion sequence downloaded from
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the server. The right one is for playing back a human motion sequence downloaded
from the server. The panel between the two motion players is designed for browsing
all sequences or the query results from the server. When a sequence in the sequence
list is double-clicked, the client will download the original motion sequence file from
the server, and show the motion sequence out in the right player. When a sequence
in the sequence list is selected and the “selected as the query sequence” is clicked,
the corresponding motion sequence will be downloaded and shown in the left player,
which may serve as a querying sequence.
The bottom panel provides interfaces for the three types of queries over human
motion sequences proposed in this thesis: sketch query, clip query and subsequence
join query. The motion sequence represented by the left motion player is treated
as the querying sequence in some queries. Users can specify querying snapshots or
subsequences by using the left motion player and the query interfaces.
6.3 The Components of The KRMDB Server
The KRMDB server is responsible for managing all motion sequences and their
summarization, and handling queries presented by users. Figure 6.1 shows the
three layers and related components of the KRMDB server. We further explain the
functions of these components as follows:
• Feature extractor. Given an original motion sequence, the corresponding
numerical feature sequence, categorical feature sequence, and block-wise sum-
marization of the original motion sequence can be extracted by the feature
extractor. A configure file is maintained by the database administrator, which
defines dozens of numerical geometric features and the thresholds to catego-
rize the numerical feature sequences. Note that the change of the configure
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file will cause all feature sequences to be re-extracted. However, dozens of
features can be pre-defined, so that they are enough to allow users to choose
their interested features for matching motion sequences. Therefore, the con-
figure file seldom changes once it is defined by the database administrator.
• Storage manager. The storage manager is responsible for managing origi-
nal human motion sequences, the feature sequences of motion sequences, and
the summarization of motion sequences. It also has the function of trans-
forming the format of the original human motion sequences. The current
implementation of the storage manager supports two formats: amc and t3d
[1].
Different formats of original motion sequences are stored in the file system.
However, the categorical feature sequences and the summarization of motion
sequences are always cached in main memory because the size of these data is
not large. When a new motion sequence is inserted into the system, the other
format of the motion sequence will be achieved by transformation. The cor-
responding feature sequences (both numerical and categorical) of the motion
sequence will be extracted by the feature extractor. Those feature sequences
will be maintained by the storage manager.
• Personalized distance/view manager. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2,
when matching human motion sequences, different users may be interested
with different subsets of geometric features designed for extracting features
from the original motion sequences. It will be better to allow users to spec-
ify the features they want to apply for matching human motion sequences.
The personalized distance/view manager is therefore designed for recording
the personalized features interested by users. When the querying processor
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processes a query of a user, the specified subset of features of that user will
be used for matching motion sequences. The default feature set of a user
includes all pre-defined geometric features in the configure file.
• Query processor: The query processor is responsible for handling the three
types of queries supported by the system. For each query of a user, a thread
will be created for handling the request. For most queries (e.g. sketch query
and clip query), the query processor directly operates on the in-memory cat-
egorical motion sequences or summarized sequences. For some queries such
as subsequence join, the query processor may call storage manager to re-
trieve numerical feature sequences from the disk if block-wise subsequence
join cannot prune the computation.
When a query is based on “query by example”, the query example need to
be processed by the feature extractor so that effective features can be first
extracted from the query example. Then the query processor processes the
query by matching motion sequences over those effective geometric features.
When matching motion sequences, a personalized distance manager will be
materialized based on the query presented by the user. The comparison of
motion sequences will be based on the personalized distance function in which
a subset of features are used for matching sequences.
• Data deliver: When a user requests some real motion sequences from the
server or saves a new motion sequence to the server, the communication
between the client and the server for supporting the download or upload
of motion sequences will have to be efficiently handled. The data deliver is
therefore designed for handling the download and upload of motion sequences
on the server side.
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For each request of a user, a new thread will be created for processing the
request. The data deliver processes a request from an authorized user for
downloading a motion sequence by loading the requested motion sequences
from storage manager and sending them out. It handles an upload request
by delivering the received motion sequence to the storage manager.
6.4 Scalability Tests of The KRMDB System
We implement the system using Java. The system runs on a machine with 4 Quad-
Core AMD Opteron (1150MHz) processors and 128GBytes RAM, running Red Hat
Linux kernel version 2.6.9. To study the performance of the KRMDB system, we
conduct a number of scalability tests over the response time of three types of queries
supported by the KRMDB system: sketch query, clip query and subsequence join
query. By default, the KRMDB system contains all sequences in the CMU human
motion database [1] of 2461 sequences. The original motion sequences are stored in
the file system. The transformed feature sequences are stored in MySQL database
by the storage manager. The geometric features used in the experiments of Chapter
4 are also applied to the feature extractor in our tests.
6.4.1 Sketch query
We first test the performance of sketch queries by varying the number of key snap-
shots applied in sketch queries. The results are shown in Figure 6.3. An average
of less than 100ms is required for a sketch query of no more than 5 key snapshots.
The average response time increases with the enlargement of the number of key
snapshots. However, it does not increase too much when the number of key snap-
shots is large. This is because the number of subsequences to be checked for the
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last few snapshots in the incremental spatial join algorithm (used for sketch query



















Number of key snapshots
Figure 6.3: Performance of KRMDB for sketch queries, over different numbers of
key snapshots.
We then choose the default number of key snapshots as 4 in the following test.
Figure 6.4(a) shows the response time of sketch queries over different values of k
used in the kNN based sketch queries. It is obvious that the computational cost of
sketch queries is not affected by k too much. Figure 6.4(b) shows the scalability of
sketch queries (k is set as 10), when the queries are conducted over different sizes
of human motion database. The cost is likely to be linear to the size of database




































(b) different sizes of database
Figure 6.4: Performance of KRMDB for sketch queries
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6.4.2 Clip query
We study the performance of clip queries by varying the lengths of query clips. The
average response time is shown in Figure 6.5. It is less than 300ms when the length
of query clips is no more than 400. It is obvious that longer query clips consume



















Average length of query clips
Figure 6.5: Performance of KRMDB for clip queries, over different lengths of clips
We choose the default length of query clips as 400, and test the impact of k
in clip queries. The results in Figure 6.6(a) show that the computational cost is
not affected by the parameter k too much. This is because the distance of the kth
matching subsequence to the query clip does not change too much when adjusting
k, which results in similar pruning power during clip query processing.
We test the scalability of the KRMDB system for clip queries and show the
results in Figure 6.6(b). The additional cost of clip queries does not increase too
much when the size of database is enlarged. This is because the distance of the
kth matching subsequence (to the query clip) among the scanned sequences quickly
converges to the actual distance of the kth matching subsequence. Such a small
distance helps to prune much computation for subsequence matching when scanning






































(b) different sizes of database
Figure 6.6: Performance of KRMDB for clip queries
6.4.3 Subsequence join query
We test the performance of the KRMDB system for subsequence join queries over
different values of the parameter l. The results are shown in Figure 6.7. From Figure
6.7(a) we can see that the average response time for a subsequence join query is
very large (e.g. more than 80 seconds when l is 60). Therefore, the subsequence
join operator is expensive. The response time is larger when the parameter l is
smaller because more pairs of matching subsequences exist. Although the cost of
subsequence join is huge, the first pair of matching subsequences can be quickly
responded to the user (shown in Figure 6.7(b)). It only takes less than 2 seconds
when l is no more than 60. Larger delay for the first result is required when l is
larger because more sequences in the database need to be scanned to find the first
pair of matching subsequences.
We show the scalability of the KRMDB system for subsequence join queries in
Figure 6.8. The response time is linear to the size of database because all sequences
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(b) Response time for the first result
Figure 6.7: Performance of KRMDB for subsequence join queries, over different


















Figure 6.8: Scalability of KRMDB for subsequence join queries
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce the architecture and components of the Kent Ridge
Motion Data Base (KRMDB) system. The system is designed and developed for
allowing people to share and utilize human motion sequences efficiently and effec-






The first objective of this research has been to design an effective distance measure
of common time series for effective full sequence matching and streaming pattern
detection of decomposed human motion sequences. The measure must handle well
both temporal and amplitude variances among similar motion sequences. Conse-
quently, we have proposed a distance measure, called SpADe, for measuring the
distance between two shape based time series. The measurement of SpADe dis-
tance is based on the detection of the best combination of LPMs through com-
puting the shortest path in the matching matrix. Good accuracy of the nearest
neighbor classification is achieved on some shape-based time series datasets. The
reason that SpADe can achieve good accuracy in classification of shape based-time
series is that compared with data items used in measuring common time series
distances, the local patterns effectively capture high level meaning of local shapes
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within time series. The assembling of LPMs helps to grasp and aggregate local
meaning of shape based time series. Moreover, the way of aggregating matches of
LPMs reduces the impacts of both temporal and amplitude shifting and scaling
variance. Developing an efficient algorithm for pattern detection over streaming
motion sequences has been an important goal of this research work. We apply the
SpADe distance to the streaming pattern detection problem, where the distance
can be dynamically computed in a matching matrix. High efficiency in monitor-
ing streaming decomposed motion sequences is achieved by continuously detecting
matching subsequences using SpADe.
To find an effective and efficient solution for human motion data retrieval, we
have proposed an approach to transform high dimensional numerical human mo-
tion sequences to high dimensional categorical human motion sequences by means
of some effective geometric features. The size of the human motion dataset is signif-
icantly reduced due to the categorization of numerical motion sequences. Further-
more, some queries on the categorical type of human motion sequences are defined
for effective human motion data retrieval. Efficient query processing techniques
on those queries are also carefully designed based on some efficient subsequence
matching techniques. Some experimental results on a real human motion dataset
have shown that the proposed queries can be used for retrieving human motion
data efficiently. The computational time of human motion data retrieval on cate-
gorical sequences is faster than that on the original numerical sequences in several
orders. This is made possible with the huge data reduction achieved by categoriza-
tion, transforming disk-based data into categorical data that can be held in main
memory.
The last objective of this research has been to find efficient algorithms for hu-
man motion subsequence join. We have therefore defined a problem called l-ε-join.
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Given two motion sequences, matching subsequences can be efficiently detected
from the ε-matching matrix using our proposed join algorithm WTSJ. We find that
the major computational cost of the proposed subsequence join algorithm comes
from two aspects: computation of the ε-matching matrix and detection of the
maximal l-connections over the ε-matching matrix. By using block based human
motion sequence summarization, the ε-matching matrix can be quickly computed.
This is because the size of the ε-matching matrix is significantly reduced when hu-
man motion sequences are summarized into blocks. The proposed WTSJ algorithm
can efficiently detect maximal l-connections from the ε-matching matrix. It uses a
filter-and-refine process to speed up the detection of maximal l-connections. The
filtering step in the WTSJ algorithm helps to prune many candidate regions of the
matching matrix so that those sub-regions containing maximal l-connections can
be quickly identified.
7.2 Future work
We consider some limitations of our current work with the view of addressing them
in the future. First, the proposed SpADe distance is not efficient for full sequence
matching because it transforms distance computation into an optimization problem.
Second, users have to specify some parameters in sketch queries and l-ε-join of
human motion sequences. Users may find it difficult to choose the proper values of
those parameters.
In our future work, we intend to extend the idea of SpADe to design a good
indexing schema for local patterns extracted from time series, so that SpADe dis-
tance on full sequence matching can be efficiently computed. Next, we intend to
propose some parameter free queries and subsequence join algorithms for human
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motion data. Further, we plan to extend the proposed subsequence join algorithm
to subsequence join over multiple sequences instead of two. The algorithm may
then also be applied to common trajectory join of moving objects.
Our proposed distance measure SpADe can be perfectly applied for pattern
detection on streaming decomposed motion sequences. The dynamic way of dis-
covering matching subsequence can also be applied to subsequence matching by
some other distance measures. Besides motion sequences, our data reduction tech-
niques may be applied to summarize other types of time series sampled in fine
granularity. The proposed subsequence matching and subsequence join algorithms
can be suitably used for managing a large set of human motion sequences.
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